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Breams.

(Reams that we dreamed in the spring-time,
Dreams when the heavens were blue,

Told in a rhyme where the roses climb,
Dreams—will they ever come true ?

Dreams that were lisped by the night-wind,
Sweet as the fragrance of rue,

Dreams half-divined of the mystical kind,
Dreams—will they ever come true?

Dreams that I found in your eyes, dear,
And caught from your laughing, too,

When April was here with a smile and a tear,
Dreams—will they ever come true ?

Ah, dear, little girl of the spring-time,
1 would dream more dreams of you,

And tell them in rhyme where the roses climb,
Though dreams—they may never come true.

HALL STONER LUSK, ’04.
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THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION.

Napoleon, with characteristic terse¬
ness, once called history, “a fable
agreed upon/’ and cynical as this ex¬
pression seems to be, it is not without
its grain of truth. While it is true that
the latter day historians make a greater
show of accuracy as regards dates and
documents, than did Xenophen, whose
“after these things” covered a multi¬
tude of sins of omission, yet the phil¬
osophy of history, and the broad fun¬
damental facts which far more than

any mention of day or year, make the
true substance of the chronicles of na¬

tions and individuals, are too often dis“
torted in the warped lens of the mod¬
em historian’s style, or hidden by the
malice of his bias, until the very ac¬
curacy of minor detail only seems to
complete the deception which he prac¬
tices on his readers. We have seen a

Macaulay writing a history to glorify
a particular dynasty, in which facts
even, were suited to the needs of his
periodic construction; we have read
Froude’s carefully planned deception of
thinly veneered bigotry, which within
the past few years only is receiving the
general discredit due to it; and we
have had Gibbon’s blow at Christianity
in general set before us as a history, in
all the garnishing of erudition which
his brilliant mind could evolve. And

so, it seems, that while we may find in
the lighter forms of literature, the
poem, the novel, and the drama, much
truth, and much history, in the sense
that the mystic Emerson interpreted
that study, yet as regards the work of
the historian proper, we must always
suspect, always glance askance, and
look for error where we should find in¬

fallibility.
There is no subject, however, which

has received such unfair treatment at
the historian’s hand as religion in
general, and the Catholic Church in
particular. The very mingling of re¬

ligion and State in the olden days,
made the Church a political power, and
hence, like all political powers, a

subject for villification. The Refer
mation, and the ensuing politico-relig¬
ious strife further intensified this bit¬

terness, and left many false and preju¬
diced records, for the delectation of the
quasi-historian. No one need seek far
for material, in the records of those
days, to have a fling at the Church and
so it is that prejudiced history, making
most of its opportunities, becomes in
reality “a conspiracy against truth.”

Germany, the home of patient and
careful investigation in so many
branches of knowledge, is doing excel¬
lent work, however, in clearing up this
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debris of falsehood—and especially in
exploding some oft-mooted questions
concerning the atitude of the Church
toward scientific research. Here in

America, there is need of such mission-
ary work, and out of the need have
arisen men to serve it. Those who
have read in the Messenger and other
Catholic reviews, the articles by Dr.
James J. Walsh on famous Catholic
scientists, or who have listened to his
brilliant lectures, need no introduction
to him, nor to his work. Yet perhaps
the most valuable of his historical re¬

searches, because it strikes at an error

widely prevalent in reference works,
is a recently published paper on
“The Popes and the History of Anat¬
omy,” which after appearing- in two
magazines, has been issued in pamphlet
form.*

“It has been asserted in practically
all encyclopedic articles on anatomy,’'
says Dr. Walsh/“that as a consequence
of a Papal Bull issued about 1300 for¬
bidding the mutilation of the human
body, all direct dissection, and conse¬

quently all opportunity for true pro¬

gress in anatomy was hampered during
several important centuries in the his¬
tory of modern science. This pre¬
sumed Papal prohibition is claimed to
have precluded all possibility of the
proper acquisition of anatomical knowl-
edge until the beginning of the six¬
teenth century, when the golden age of
modern anatomy began.”

*The Popes and the History of Anatomy. By
James J. Walsh, Ph. D., M. D., LL. D., (reprinted by
the Medical Library and Historical Journal.

This assertion Dr. Walsh promptly
denies and as a preamble to his con¬

vincing refutation, adduces the fact
that anatomy was practiced in all the
Italian universities during the two cen¬
turies in which the Bull was supposed
to have exercised deterrent effect.
Then he proceeds logically to trace the
origin of the “misunderstanding, (to
call it by no harsher name),” which, he
says, is credited more 01 less in every

published history of medicine in the
English language.

“Careful search of medical historical
literature seems to show that the basis
of the whole misapprehension is to be
found in what would usually be con¬
sidered an absolutely unexceptionable
authority, since it is a history presum¬
ably written by Church men. It is no
wonder under the circumstances that
the significance falsely attributed to the
bull has been accepted without much
question by subsequent writers.

“In the Histoirc Litteraire de la

Prance, that precious work which we
owe to the historical foresight and
faithful labors of the Benedictines of
the Congregation of Saint-Maur, and
which contains so much that is of in¬
terest for the original materials of
French history, there is a very definite
assertion that the bull of Boniface VIII
was accepted by the generations im¬
mediately following its issue as for¬
bidding dissection.

“The passage is as follows: ‘But
what was to retard still more (than the
prohibition of surgery to the clergy
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mentioned in the preceding paragraph)
was the very ancient prejudice which
opposed anatomical dissection as sacri¬
legious. By a decree inserted in Le
Sexte, Boniface VIII forbade the boil¬
ing of bodies in order to obtain skele¬
tons. Anatomists were obliged then
to go back to Galen for information
and could not study the human body
directly, and consequently could not ad¬
vance the science of bodily health nor
of therapeutics/

“It is evidently from these declara¬
tions that all of the errors and miscon¬

ceptions as to Papal prohibition of dis¬
section have arisen. While the Histoirc
Litteraire dc la France was commenced

by the Benedictines of Saint-Maur,
many of the volumes were completed
after the revolution by members of the
Institute of France. The sixteenth
volume (from which our quotation
comes) was mainly written by Daunou,
the distinguished French historian, and
it is to him that we owe this passage.
While Daunou was an authority in the
literary history of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries as well as in the

political details of the time, he was not
so situated as to be familiar with the

medical history. He seems to have
found this bull of Boniface VIII,
which does not occur in Le Sexte it¬

self, as he says, but in an appendix to
this compilation of Boniface’s bulls,
and he concluded after reading it that
this must have had an influence in pre¬

venting the preparation of skeletons

and other procedures that would be of
use in the study of anatomy.”

The original bull “De Sepulturis of
Boniface VIII,” which appeared in the
Fxtravagantes, or special volume of
Bulls of that Pope, and not in the regir
lar collections from which it is usually
quoted, was issued in 1300. The entire
Bull in its original Latin is quoted in a
foot note, and the title which is suffi¬
cient to the purpose is translated as
follows:

“Persons cutting up the bodies of the
dead, barbarously cooking them in or¬
der that the bones being separated from
the flesh may be carried for burial into
their own countries, are by the very fact
excommunicated.”

“The reason for this bull is very well
known,” continues the writer. “Dur¬
ing the crusades members of the nobil¬
ity who died at a distance from their
homes, in infidel countries, were pre¬

pared for burial in their own lands by
dismemberment and boiling. The body
of Frederick Barbarossa, who was
drowned in the river Saleph, near

Jerusalem, was one of the first to be
treated thus. Afterward the remains
of Louis IX of France, and a number
of his relatives who perished on the ill-
fated crusade in Egypt, were brought
back to France in this fashion.

“It was this custom, rightly looked
upon as an abuse, that the Pope wished
absolutely to prohibit. There is no
hint anywhere in the bull that it was
directed against any practice necessary
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for the preparation of bodies for pur¬
poses of anatomical study. The bull
very explicitly defines that only those
are excommunicated who dismember
and boil bodies for the purpose of bury¬
ing them in distant countries. There
was no shadow of a prohibition of the
employment of boiling, for instance, in
the preparation of human skeletons to
be used as anatomical specimens for
teaching and demonstrations.

“Is it possible, however, that this bull
was interpreted to forbid dissection, or
at least certain forms of anatomical

preparation? Holfinx expressly says
that, while this prohibition was only
designed to abolish the absurd custom
introduced by the crusaders of cutting
up and boiling the bodies of their rela¬
tives deceased in infidel countries, so as
to send them to their families to give
them a burial in holy ground, yet adds :
‘But it is certain that the same bull was

interpreted, whether right or wrong,
as prohibiting anatomical dissection,
for in 1482 the University of Tubigen
had recourse to the authority of Pope
Sixtus IV to obtain permission for dis¬
section.’

“We shall, I think, be able to see very
clearly from the history of dissection
during the nearly two centuries that in¬
tervened between the supposed prohibi¬
tion and the demanded permission at
Tubingen that dissection was not at all
discouraged. In the meantime, we

may quote Haeser, a later and better
authority than Holfinx, who says : ‘It

is an error to think that Boniface’s Bull
De Sepulturis forbade dissection, since
the practice was carried on without let
or hindrance under ecclesiastical au¬

thorities, who universally presided over
the universities of that day.’

“Haeser quotes Corracli, who in his
sketch of the teaching of anatomy in
Italy during the Middle Ages, expressly
denies that the bwll of Boniface VIII

hampered the progress of anatomical
study or teaching in any way.”

This indeed seems conclusive

enough, and we hope it may avail
against a prejudice so widespread.
Yet, it seems that facts amount to little
in the face of prejudice, and an Ameri¬
can text book the author of which

claims to have consulted the references

given by Dr. Walsh, is proof of this.
“An Epitome of the History of
Anatomy” by Dr. Roswell Parke,
of Buffalo University, acknowl¬
edges in a footnote a special
indebtedness to the very Haeser
referred to above, yet gives undoubted
credit to the legend of the Papal in¬
junction. In fact, so determined is this
very unreliable historian to have his
fling at the Church that even in the
preface to his work he says:

“If among these causes (which re¬
tarded research) the frowning or for-
biding attitude of the Church figures
most prominently, it must not be re¬
garded as any expression of a quarrel
with the Church of to-day. Little of
the true, the beautiful, or the good
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crept into the transactions of the
Church for many centuries, and we suf¬
fer to-day more from this interference
in times past than from all other
causes combined. The same may be
said of Theology, which is as separate
from religion as darkness is from
light. The difficulties under which
medical scientists labored may be es¬
timated from the fact that dissection
was forbidden by the clergy of the
middle ages, on the ground that it was
impious to mutilate a form made in the
image of God. We do not find this
pious objection interfering with such
mutilation when effected by means of
the wheel and rack, and other such
clerical, rather than medical instru¬
ments.”

This digression is perhaps out of
place, yet it may serve to show the need
not only of pamphlets, but of a more
permanent form of history, written by
a competent and unbiased student such
as Dr. Walsh has shown himself to be,
to counteract the pernicious effects of
such text books as the one spoken of.
The student of any science, especially
the student of medicine, can not but be¬
lieve these especially erroneous and
sometimes malicious statements, since
they appear in every text book written
in our language.

The second part of Dr. Walsh's
very interesting pamphlet deals with
dissection as practiced before and after
the bull, and copious references are cited
to prove that the Church fostered the
study of anStomy during the periods

spoken of, in the universities of St.
Come, and Bologne, and among the
medical professors in the schools of
Venice. In the Italian universities
during the fourteenth century, the
work of Mondino is cited, as well
as Bertucci and Pietro di Argelata,
who were able demonstrators of

anatomy and performed public dis-
pellier and the German universities, reg¬
ular dissections were made. All
these statements the writer verifies by
quotation from standard authorities.

In the third part of his paper, Dr.
Walsh reviews the great work done in
the universities controlled and devel¬

oped by the Church, in the sciences of
anatomy and medicine during the pe¬
riods in which the supposed restraining
influence was exercised. The achieve¬
ments of the anatomists of Bologne,
which became a Papal city in 1512,
and of the Italian universities where
Michael Angelo and Raphael studied
anatomy, and in fact, in colleges and
universities throughout the territory
controlled by the Church, and especial'
ly in the university of Montpellier, and
the achievements of Mondino, of Vesa-
lius and of Eustachius (himself a Pa¬
pal physician) are set forth with such
accuracy and wealth of corroboration,
as should convince even the most prej¬
udiced reader.

What Dr. Walsh has done for the

history of anatomy in the middle ages,
Father Schwickerath, S. J., has ac¬

complished for modern scientific bi¬
ographical literature, in a reprint of a
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magazine article which originally ap¬
peared in the American Ecclesiastical
Review, entitled “Modern Scientists
and Religion.”*

He begins with Bacon’s not often
quoted line: “It is an assured truth
and a conclusion that a mere sip of
philosophy leads the mind to atheism,
but deep draughts lead it back to re¬

ligion”—philosophy in Bacon’s day,
meaning also science in general. “Was
the philosopher of the seventeenth cen¬

tury mistaken in his axiom ?” the wri¬
ter asks. The history of the nine¬
teenth century would, acording to some

alleged authorities, give Bacon the lie,
and Father Schwickerath adds : “There
is hardly a great discovery of science
which has not been used by the apostles
of atheism as a means of attacking
some truth or revelation, so much so
that some good and pious people be¬
gan to dread the natural sciences as

something dangerous in themselves.”
“Magazine science” is responsible

for much of this—views expressed in
periodicals and lectures by those who
are not themselves scientists but who

profess to speak in the name of science.
And the writer, in common with Pro¬
fessor Catell, of Columbian Univer¬
sity. deplores the fact that many maga¬
zines “do not separate their science
from their fiction.”

The proueness of scientific men to
speak with authority on religion is

*Modern Scientists and Religion By R. Schwick¬
erath, S. J. American Ecclesiastical Review, Novem¬
ber, 1903.
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commented on, and their Illogical stand
is proven by Father Schwickerath,
with unerring deduction. They them¬
selves, he asserts, believe much against
religion which they can not prove, and
he echoes Pascal’s dictum: “None are

so credulous as unbelievers.”

Taking up, then, the question as to
whether or not the really great lumin¬
aries of the scientific world during the
past century were unbelievers, he
quotes copiously from an illuminative
work by a German Jesuit, Father Knel-
ler,* which shows remarkable research.
The lives and works of 250 famous
men in all branches of science were

searched, by this patient worker, for ex¬

pressions on religion, and conclusions
drawn therefrom.

In physics he quotes from Count
Rumford, Sir Humphrey Davy, Rob¬
ert Mayer, Joule, Hirn, Lord Kolvin,
Helmholtz, and others, clearly stating
their religious belief. In mathematics
he refers to Pauss; and to Candry, who
wrote:

“I am a Christian, i. e., I believe in
the Divinity of Christ with Tycho,
Brahe, Copernicus, Descartes, Newton,
Demot, Leibnitz, Pascal, Crimaldi, Eu¬
ler, Guldin, Boscovich, Gerdil; with all
the great astronomers, with all the
great physicists, and with all the great
mathematicians of the past centu¬
ries. I am a Catholic, a sincere Cath¬
olic, as were Corneille, Racine, La Bru-

*Das Christentum und die Vertreter der neueren

Naturwissenschaft. Frieberg and St, Louis: Herder,
1903.
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yere, Bousset, Bourdaloue, Fenelon.”
Laplace, the French Newton, he

also cites, refuting the charge of aethe-
ism, which is often imputed to him.

In astronomy names no less great
appear; in electricity, Galvani, Volta,
Ampere, Farady, Ohm, Maxwell are
proven to be believers; in optics Fraun¬
hofer and many others, are proven to
have been loyal Christians.

No less imposing is the array of
great figures in the fields of geography,
geology, and palaeontology, who believ¬
ed in revealed religion. And in chemis¬
try what more epoch-making- names
could be recited than Dalton, unques¬
tionably a Christian; Berzelin, who
made a public profession of his faith;
Dumas, who was a Catholic; Leibig,
who condemned dilettanti for utiliz¬

ing natural science as a prop to mate¬
rialism, and Chevereal, who had special
devotion to the Mother of God !

In physiology, zoology and botany
we might expect different results, yet
Schwaon, the discoverer of the cell doc¬
trine, was a Catholic, as was Johannes
Muller, by some held to be the greatest
physiologist of the last century.
Claude Bernard wandered away from
the Church in life, but called a priest to
his bedside when dying. The great
Pasteur, whose bacteriological re”
searches have done so much for hu¬

manity, was a devout Catholic. St.
Hilaire and Lamarck, the founders of
the theory of evolution, opposed mater¬
ialism. Asa Geary, the botanist, and

Dana, the palaeontologist, both assert¬
ed their belief in natural theology.

And when the reader has finished
this formidable list of great men in
science, who were also believers, he
will not only be convinced, but will be
in a position to convince others, if they
chance to bring up this old but ever

present cpiestion.
About the great scientists who were

materialists, Father Schwickerath also
has something to say. The truth of
Bacon’s dictum is shown in the later
life of most of these men, he asserts,
and he cites the cases of Virchow, Du
Bois, Reymond, Bertholet, and others,
who after “deep drafts of philosophy”
changed, in later life, their monistic
views to purely dualistic and spirit¬
ualistic doctrines.

A speculation concerning the causes
of infidelity, from the psychological
standpoint, is then taken up, and a fi¬
nal summary is made of the probable
causes which have led to the impres¬
sion that science and religion are an¬

tagonistic, ending with a catalogue of
the names of many great scientists who
were Catholics. “These names,” says
the writer, “prove also that the ‘infe¬
riority’ of Catholics, and the hostility
of the Church to natural science exist

only in the imagination of the enemies
of the Church.”

Truly a need exists for more litera¬
ture such as Father Schwickerath and
Dr. Walsh have given us. Here in
America we have thousands of Catho¬
lic students of science, who if they trust
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their text books, must believe that the
Church of their fathers retarded inves7
tigation and research. And not a sin¬
glehistory of science to protest this tis¬
sue of error exists in the English lan¬
guage! The true attitude of the
Church, which our eminent anatomist,

Dr. Frank Baker, has said “was always
nothing more nor less than the attitude
of the best thought of the people of the
period,” should be set forth in a perma¬
nent manner, fairly, impartially, and
with the true historical spirit.

J. A. Foote, ’05.

Str ULauncelot’s Song.
Is it so long ago since first we met ?
To me it seems as if ’twere yesterday
That every lane bespoke the maiden May
In robin song and purple violet—
Sweet symbols of the joy we should beget,
Like snow-white lily-blooms, when one rich ray
Of vernal gold germs loveliness from clay—
While, still unknown, Fate wove an amulet.
The months have glided swiftly, they have flowed
Like opal waves, have ebbed and danced away ;

Yet—paradox of Love's light revelry—
That moment is an age when I forebode
The parting hour. O hour of dumb dismay!
And all the winds sing Time’s old elegy.

John A. Foote, ’05.
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MICHEL.

The light came through the open
mansard window and rested on the
faded red curtain that cut off part of
the room. It fell upon an antiquated
stove, now cold and covered with
ashes, a few novels with dilapidated
paper covers, scattered, some on the
floor, and some on a table that owned
three legs and the fourth—well the
fourth had long ago vanished. Hung
on the wall were an old suit of armor,

some cracked and yellow plaster casts
and several sketches in oil, defying
comprehension; and leaning against
it were some old canvases in a most

forlorn attitude. Nearby were an easel,
a palette and some brushes and
Michel.

Yes, Michel was there. Sitting on
a stool a few feet away from the
easel. The light was on his face. It
was an interesting face, adaptable, in¬
telligent, impulsive, attenuated. It
was a French face, the face of a poor,

half-starved, poverty-stricken painter.
A cigarette was held loosely between
his lips and it burned luridly in the
subdued light. The smoke twirled
and wreathed upward past his closed
eyelids, curling out through his long
hair. He had long- ago bartered his
“amour-propre” for something of
greater consistency.

A scarcely perceptible smile curbed

his lips. The cigarette fell. Michel
saw something pleasing. He often
saw beautiful things, especially of late.
It seemed that the closer he was in
touch with the malevolent world the

further he would walk the esthetical

path and meet and converse with his
gods. And to-day it was a thrice
beautiful woman, whose perfection
had never yet dawned upon him.
Surely she had not been there yester¬
day, or the day before, or he would
have seen her.

“Ah! qu’elle est belle,” escaped
from his lips. His eyes were now

open, and they glared at the untouched
canvas with a drunken glare. It was his
last canvas. He sighed as he took up a

piece of charcoal. He suffered every
time he united the real with the un¬

real. But he was poor and must bear
his misfortune.

His long slender hand was tracing
feverishly on the canvas. His soul
whispered to him the very thoughts
that arose within him. “Steady, Mi¬
chel ; carefully. You must not lose
her. How long have you been wait¬
ing for her. Michel, do you not see
that expression? It is calling. She is
weary of -such an unreal existence on
that path trodden only by such as you.
She would come into the realm of the
flesh and bone and corruption. 'Ah,
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femme agassante!' She is laughing she does not need you in the least,
now. How annoying that wind is. It She does not want you to take her
is blowing her hair across her face. It away from that path. She spurned
is hidden behind it—God! what a look your poor effort. Now listen. Do you
—Michel do you not see she is mock- see those lights on the water? They
ing you ? Hurry, idiot, she is going— are beautiful. How much more beau-
she has gone. * * * ‘Ah, Mi- tiful than their source. They are
chel, you fool, she has not gone. The lamps and yet they are not lamps,
wind was not blowing. You have They are more than lamps, and ever
failed. Tou are not clever so much more powerful. They do not
enough. You are clumsy. Did you need to be. You could not bring them
see her laugh? My God, how she to earth and make them burn. Mi-
laughed." chel, the Seine can not quench those

Michel walked to the open window, lamps.”
The Seine was flowing a little way A smile overspread his pale face,
beneath it. It looked almost as if the He understood all now. There was

opposite bank was slowly moving, the where she dwelt. Where the light
current was so sluggish. Every lamp cooled the water. Where everything
glowed twice. Once with no heat, was that did not need existence,
resting on liquid, and once in the realm He heard the voice shriek “Michel,
of the flesh and bone and corruption. Michel, w'hat are you doing? Michel,

His conscience followed him and Oh my God.”
whispered‘again: “Michel, you fool; It was too late. For a time the
Michel, you can’t. You know you light on the water oscillated, then
can't. It is better as it is. With- everything was almost the same as be-
out hopelessness, what would be- fore.
come of us? Can’t you see you would J. Parrot, ’05.
not really want her. and Michel, truly,
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THREE SEVENS.

It was the hour of the noon siesta;
the Via Cannozza was asleep. The
little shops with their gay signs and
gorgeous displays were closed. The
shutters, too, were drawn to keep away
the clouds of noisy insects that
hummed and buzzed outside. In the
street no one was to he seen, for the
fierce sun beat down upon the pave¬
ments and the very air seemed to quiv¬
er with the intensity of the heat.
Even the shaggy dogs that usually
raced around, fighting and growling
for chance pieces of meat, or snapping
at the calves of such pedestrians as
were either not lazy or not rich enough
to save the odium of walking, had
sought shelter from the madness-deal¬
ing rays. Within each store its owner
and his wife and family were wrapt in
slumber.

But behind one window at least some

one was awake. Old Giovanni Monal-

di and his little daughter Maria were
seated at opposite sides of a long, black
table. It was a sad story, was Giovan¬
ni’s. His family was a noble one, from
Florence. Rich, too, until his father
came to Naples and tried the lottery.
Misfortune then followed misfortune,
so that from having been the proud
and well known Count Ottaviano Mon-
alcli he became merely the keeper of the
Government lottery. And there also

his fortunes did not prosper, for he
was often tempted to risk his own

money against that of the bank. It
was among these surroundings that
Giovanni was brought up. Many as¬

pects of life did he see in those early
days, but they were nearly all sights of
misery or crime, and it was no wonder
that he grew morbid and misanthropic.
Neither was it strange that he should
follow the career of his father and suc¬

ceed him in keeping the lottery. But
once he was caught and punished for
cheating in the drawing in such a man¬
ner that the number he had chosen
would be four times more likely to
win a prize than any other. Somewhat
sobered by this experience” he gave up
the game of chance and settled down to
keeping a small stationery store in the
Via Cannozza. Six months after this
he married the daughter of another
shop-keeper in his street and under her
gentle influence he gave up entirely his
former manner of living. The birth of
Ins only child Maria came within ten
months of his marriage. Then for
fifteen years Giovanni Monaldi and his
wife and daughter led a peaceful and
quiet existence.

But one fatal day his wife died and
his sorrow at this event caused his na¬

turally morose disposition to come up¬

permost. Within a few weeks after
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the affectionate restraint exercised by
her was taken away he returned to his
old habit of playing the lottery. At
first he had surprisingly good luck,
but this served only to make him the
more eager and when his fortune
changed caused him to persevere until
he had almost nothing. Such were his
worldly affairs when we find him at
noonday, seated opposite Maria. Be¬
tween them was a little stack of silver

coins, all that he owned in the world.
“Yes,” Giovanni said, as if continu¬

ing some previous conversation, “to¬
day is the seventh day of the seventh
month. For six times already have I
tried and lost. I can not lose now.

Only think, there are two hundred Lira
here,” and he patted the money caress¬
ingly, just as a few months ago he had
been wont to do to his child, “if we win
the highest, Maria, we will be rich for
life, and even an Una will keep us for
over a year.”

“But suppose we don’t win?” the
girl questioned.

“That is impossible; have I not
shown you how the three sevens point
to inevitable good luck?”

“Father,” and Miria leaned across
the table and looked earnestly into her
parent’s eyes, “father, do not play any
more; for mother’s sake; you know
she never wished it.”

“I know, I know.” he said, “but
such a chance as now will never re¬

turn. However, I will promise you
one thing: After to-day I will never
play again.”
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With this comfort Maria had to be
contented. She herself was no be¬
liever in the superstitions about num¬

bers, but she fully realized the firmness
of her father’s convictions and the im¬

possibility of her being able to alter
them, so she said nothing as he arose
and put on his hat to go out. He was
half way to the door when his head
suddenly began to ache and a dizzy
feeling overcame him so that the room
seemed to swim around him. He put
his hand to his head and sat down for
a few moments. Then as the sickness
did not leave him, he said:

“I am not well to-day, Maria, will
you do me a great favor?”

“Certainly, father, what is it?”
“Just take this money and place it

for me on my number at the lottery.”
Maria took the money he held out

and to her question what was the num¬
ber. he answered:

“Seven, seven, seven, remember
now, seven, seven, seven,—three sev¬

ens; three sevens.”
As Maria went out into the burning

heat of the street her mind was con¬

fused and she kept muttering to her¬
self: “Ah now I wish father would
not risk his money, it is the last we have
and he is sure to lose it—still I must

put it up for him. Let me see, what is
the number? I must not forget that,
ah yes, three sevens, three sevens, three
sevens.”

She had gone scarcely half the dis¬
tance when she became weak and once

as she brushed by chance against some
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one walking in the opposite direction,
she staggered as if struck and her
knees seemed unable to support her. It
was not until she had leaned for some

time against the side of the nearest
house that she regained sufficient
strength to continue her journey. In
this manner, resting after every block,
she at last arrived at her destination.

Maria was ushered with the custo¬

mary politeness to the long counter be¬
hind which sat the lottery keeper’s as¬
sistant, whose duty it was to record the
names of the betters and the numbers
chosen by them. By this time she was
almost in a state of delirium, so that
the whole room seemed to swim and
whirl around her. Everything ap¬
peared blurred and indistinct. She
was not even conscious of handing over
the money or of giving her father’s
name, but when she was asked what
the number was, it reawakened her be¬
wildered senses and she answered :

“Three seven, yes that is it; I knew
I would not forget the number, three
seven.”

Accordingly the keeper wrote down,
3-7, and Maria, totally unconscious of
her mistake, again stumbled out into
the blazing sunshine. Oh how her
head ached;—it was as if her brain
would break. She became dizzier and
dizzier. At last the very earth seemed
to surge up toward her and engulf her
in a mighty whirlpool. Then all was
blank.

5jc j|C 5jc 5fc 5j€ >|c

Again it was noon. Again no one
was to be seen in the Via Cannozza.

Again was Giovanni awake. But this
time he was not counting his money
and speculating on possible gains from
the lottery, for he sat at the bedside of
his daughter Maria, who was sick al¬
most to the point of death. Ah! how
bitterly now he regretted having sent
her out. With what contrition now

did he view his actions of the previous
day. But he was punished, yes suffi¬
ciently punished, when he had first seen
her lying on the stretcher as she was
brought home. The doctor had said it
was a case of sunstroke and fevers, re¬

sulting from the weakened state of her
constitution. There was no hope of
her recovery. She would leave him;
Maria, his only child would leave him
forever. Too well now he realized how
much he depended on her, and how
fond he was of her.

To distract his attention he took up
for about the twentieth time the paper
that lay before him, and ran his eye

slowly down the list of the winning
numbers in yesterday’s lottery. Alas,
there was no 7-7-7 in it.

Here there was a knock at the door,
after which a priest entered. To his
enquiring look Giovanni shook his
head. She was unconscious. But

suddenly Maria started up, and, rais¬
ing her hands above her head, laughed
a sickly, ghastly laugh as only the dy¬
ing can give. Then she sank back and
began moaning aloud. Yet now and
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then the anxious Giovanni could dis¬

tinguish the words: “Three seven,—

yes that is it,—I knew I would not for¬
get—the number,—three-seven,—three
seven, three seven.” In this
manner passed a long, weary, horrible
hour. But at the end of it Maria’s con¬

sciousness returned and her father
knew that the end was at hand. Faint¬

ly and in a whisper as one does when
afraid of awakening somebody, Maria
spoke:

“Father—good bye,—I placed the
money, but—you will lose. God,
what pain—Jesu—Maria—Jose—help
—Mother I come.—Have mercy
Jesu!”

As the priest raised a crucifix before
her eyes she sank back stiffly on the pil¬
low and Giovanni knew that his daugh¬
ter was dead.

Just at this moment there came an¬
other knock at the door, but this time a

tall, sallow man bearing a black satchel
entered. He looked from the priest to

Giovanni and finally said to the latter:
“Are you Giovanni Monaldi?”
“I am.”
“Then here is the prize you have

won.”

“Are you mad? What have you
said? What prize?”

“The one hundred thousand Lire for
the highest in the lottery on your num¬
ber, three seven.”

Like a flash the whole truth dawned
on him. Maria had made a mistake
and put the money on the wrong num¬
ber, three seven, and that had won.
Oh what a damnable mockery was
this. How he would have rejoiced a
few hours before over it, but now—this
indeed was a curse from heaven! This
indeed was the torture of hell!

With an inarticulate moan he stag¬
gered and would have fallen had not
the priest caught him in his arms.
Giovanni had won and lost!

Walter Reed Benjamin, ’07.
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THE MERRICK DEBATE.

“Question: Resolved, That the true
theory of Economics is that the ma¬

chinery of production must belong to
the people in common.”

ADDRESS OF FIRST AFFIRMATIVE.

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judges,
Ladies and Gentlemen :—

The question under considera¬
tion to-night is one which, since its
introduction under its present form
in 1875, has agitated political and so¬
cial circles to such an extent that it is
now conceded to be the economic ques¬
tion of the hour. And it merits this
distinction because it concerns not the

people of one country but of many and
it numbers among its followers some
of the deepest thinkers of this country
and of Europe. This question, “Re¬
solved, That the true theory of econ¬
omics is that the machinery of produc¬
tion must belong to the people in com¬
mon,” is the question of paternal gov¬
ernment under that form of Socialism
which is now called Collectivism. In
order that we may have a clear idea
of its import, I shall quote the opening
words of the program of the united
socialistic bodies . of Germany, laid
down in the congress of Gotha held
in May, 1875: “Labor is the source

of all wealth and all culture, and as

useful work in general is possible only
through society, so to society, that is
to all its members, belongs the entire
product of labor by an equal right to
each one according to his reasonable
wants—all being bound to work.”

The fundamental principle of
this theory is the abolition of capital,
by capital being understood that
which is applied to production. For
this reason, idle capital which is not
applied in any way to bring a return,
and which can be used only to be di¬
minished, is not included under this
head. The final object of all collec¬
tivism is to abolish private capital as

applied to every industry in order to
do away with competition for which
is to be substituted a collective own¬

ership of all the means and instruments
of production. Whatever is to be em¬

ployed in production is to be put under
official control as collective capital and
is to be common property. Results
are to be distributed according to the
contribution of individual labor which
each one makes to the common wel¬

fare, while employing the com¬
mon instruments upon the common
material.

In this system there can be no pri¬
vate enterprise to yield a return in in-
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terest, profit or dividend. In other
words, there can be no private profit,
no agreement upon wages. Employ¬
ment can be given only by the absolute
monopolist—the entire community.
The wages can be only a certificate of
the labor that has been contributed.
And this certificate is to be redeem-
able in the results of the common pro¬
duction.

The object of all this is, in the opin¬
ion of the Collectivists, the ultimate
reconstruction of society upon the
basis of common ownership, for they
maintain that by these means only will
the laboring class receive the full wa¬
ges due to them for their labor and a

compensation rightly theirs by reason
of the benefit they bestow upon the
community by that labor.

Again the Collectivists declare that
the sole cause of the difficulties which
labor has to contend with is free com¬

petition in production. The effect
of this is felt on the market, the wages

paid, the prices. Therefore, if com¬

petition, the cause of all these difficul¬
ties, be removed the labor question is
solved and they reason in this way:
To remove competition, there must be
no competitors. This means one pro¬
ducer. To have one producer all the
means and instruments of production
must be common property and as a re-
suit there will be no private produc¬
tion for profit or for sale. Absurd
though this may seem, the Collectiv¬
ists feel that a realization of their

hopes is not impossible. It may not

happen in fifty years, or one hundred
and fifty years, but it must come. In
times gone by, before our time, in
fact, the tradesman owned his lot,
his shop, his tools and the fruit of his
labor. But to-day under the condr
tions brought about by the invention
of machinery and the improvements
on these inventions, the small capitals
have given way to the larger capitals,
and this will continue until there are

a few millionaires opposed to the
mass of wage-earners. This is inevi¬
table, for, to keep the power in their
hands, the large capitals will, after a

time, be obliged to absorb the smaller
capitals, and so, as the capitalists by
absorption grow fewer the wage earn¬
ers must increase in numbers, and in
misery besides, since they will have
nothing to say about market, produc¬
tion or price.

But this will take a long time. Even
so. The Collectivists are not in a

hurry. On the contrary, they realize
the wisdom of allowing all industries
to reduce themselves to a few controll¬

ing centres. And moreover they ap¬
preciate the fact that as in time these
few centres will become one so‘ their
work will be the easier, and it is not
their intention to hurry matters when
it is not necessary. They know that it
is impossible to leap with one effort
from private ownership and competi¬
tion to common, public ownership, and
so they are content to let the trusts
and monopolies themselves do this
preparatory work of centralizing all
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industries, for, in the end, their entire
labor will amount only to uniting un“
dei* one management the two or three
gigantic enterprises—steel, iron, coal
and oil—and then by combining these
industries they will put aside private
capital and for it substitute absolute
common ownership.

And now, Mr. Chairman, it must be
understood that it is not the intention
of the Collectivists to institute a pe¬
riodical redistribution of property so
as to preserve equality of possessions
among the citizens. Their aim is to
bring about a common ownership of
all means of production so that each
person may receive a compensation for
the labor which he has expended upon
the common production.

Again, since the final end of Col¬
lectivism is absolute common owner¬

ship, and as this is to be achieved only
by the abolition of private capital al¬
most all the people imagine that the
institution of Collectivism will see

their possessions torn from them by
force. The reason of this is that they
do not understand the fundamental

principle of the theory. This is to
abolish private capital, but not by
force. The Collectivists do not in¬
tend to revive the Reign of Terror and
the Commune. As the Collectivists of
to-day differ from the Socialists and
Communists of 1789, so their methods
differ. That socialism, which shook

the throne of France to its very base?
and finally brought ruin and disaster
on the entire nation, was the work of

men who were seeking wealth and
power and cared not to what extremes
they went to overthrow the existing
form of government. It was the
work of men who despised Church and
State alike and were intent only on
the accomplishment of their vile
schemes—while they themselves were
the riff-raff and scum of society-
atheists, vagabonds, escaped convicts'
bandits, law-breakers—fiends incar¬
nate, who by threats, ill-treatment,
riots and murders, kept decent people
away from the polls with the result
that their agents were elected and
caused the misery, desolation and
crime that followed.

It is not difficult to distinguish be¬
tween that socialism and socialism as

expounded to-day. Then it was an
anarchistic principle; its sole object
was to do away with the existing form
of government with no thought of
the means or the result. To-day its
aim is not to overthrow the present
form of government by force of
arms, but to substitute for it one
which will be of advantage to all the
people and not to a select few. The
means to be employed is its presenta¬
tion to the people at the yearly elec¬
tions, when according to the privilege
of the ballot box every man has the
right to accept or reject it.

This, Mr. Chairman, is the sum of
the theory of Collectivism, but the
question will be made even clearer if
we consider the words as they stand.

First, by economics is meant the
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science of wealth. It teaches the re¬

lation of man to those objects of his
desire which he can obtain by his ef¬
forts. Man needs food, clothing and
shelter, besides many other things
which are not vital to him, and these
taken together constitute his wants.
These wants can be relieved only by
efforts. The objects or satisfactions
produced by means of these efforts are

collectively called wealth or things
which pertain to the welfare of man.

By the machinery of production is
meant anything that produces, wheth-
er naturally or artificially.

That this should belong to the peo¬
ple in common is the point at issue
and as we have considered the mean¬

ing of Collectivism it remains for us
to consider whether it would be an ini"
provement on the present form of
government.

To do this we must look at the pres¬
ent state of affairs from a three-fold

point of view, that is, from a moral, a

social and a political standpoint.
Morally regarded, the present form

of government does not revert to the
interests of all concerned because on

some points it is entirely too lax.
God created man that His external

glory might be manifested in every act
of man. As a means to this end He
instilled into man the desire for earth¬

ly happiness, because if man attains
this earthly happiness by a proper use
of the means God has given him, he
properly manifests the glory of God.

The men of to-day are not working
for the glory of God, in fact, they are
carried away with the desire for
wealth and power, and to the appeas¬
ing of this desire they make the glory
of God subservient. We have a full

proof of this in the trusts. These are
established by men who have heaped
up more money than they need and so,
to provide a little sport and amuse¬
ment for themselves they gain con¬
trol of—what? The very necessaries
of life. They gamble with the means
of other men’s subsistence as a stake.
Is this in strict accordance with the
laws of nature?—is it morally right?
Look back to Adam and Eve, the first
created beings. They lived on the
fruits of the land which Adam tilled,
Their children were allotted certain

portions of the land when they came
to a proper age. They could not buy
it because they were dependent on
their parents; and when the time
came for them to go out into the
world and earn their own living some¬
thing had to be done for them all. It
was the same with their children.
But to-day this is not the case. We
have a law which permits the hand¬
ing down of property from father to
son, and even some one outside of the
family. Where did we get the right
to do this? Where did the man of

to-day get the right to stand up and
say that he has a higher claim to a
certain portion of land because his
father owned it? Where did his
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father and the rest of his antecedents

get that land? Are we not all of us
descendants of Adam, and by reason
of this common descent have we not
a common right to the land and its
fruits? How can anyone say his right
to anything in this world is superior
to the right of another? And so how
can any one man, or a few men, con¬
centrate their wealth, invest it in any
one commodity and make other men
pay an exorbitant price to get the very
necessities of life? Can anyone de¬
fend that position? No, unless it be
to his interest to do so, and then not
by logical arguments. There are two
chief commandments'—Love God and
Love thy neighbor as thyself. The
chief precept is—live and let live. How
can we live if a few men gain control
of the mearls of subsistence? If they
say Live, we live; if they say, die, we
die for it is theirs to say and we can
only stand submissive while they
make a mere bagatelle of the lives
God has given us.

From a social standpoint the pres¬
ent state of affairs is not what it ought
to be. There was a time in this very

country when a man was considered a

gentleman and fit to associate with
one’s own family so long as he was
honest. The poor neighbor was as
welcome in the rich man’s home as

was the well-to-do neighbor. But of
late years slowly* and surely there has
crept in a distinction, not apparent at
first, but now clearly evident. A wel¬
come is extended only to him who has

money or seems to have it. This is
not justice to the poor man. It is not
right to keep down those who have
not had the opportunities that others
have had, but despite all assertions to
the contrary this is the case to-day.
The poor man’s rights are not recog¬
nized. In fact, they are trampled on.
He is made to labor unceasingly for
the benefit of the rich man. His chil¬
dren have not the advantages they
ought to have. There are public
schools, yes, but how can a man give
his children an education when he
needs the few dollars they can earn

every week for the support of a large
family? This evil results from the
low wages paid to the workingman.
The wages are low, no matter how
vehemently the employers deny this.
Since it is a matter of the very life¬
blood of the workingman he should be
considered, but he is not. He is com¬

pelled to sacrifice all his energy, and
for what—a paltry sum each week
Does this tend to the advantage of the
lower class? No. The opponents of
Collectivism assert that a governmer.i
of this kind would lead ultimately to
the most degrading kind of slavery,
but could any slavery be worse than
the state of the working man of to¬
day? Isn’t a gradual ascendency of
the baser instincts of their nature no¬

ticeable in the lives of the working-
class? Yes, and for the simple rea¬
son that they are kept, almost forci¬
bly, in a lower atmosphere and their
intellects suffer as a result of this con-
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finement. This evil is not only so¬
cial, but it is moral and physical as
well.

Society, from an ethical standpoint,
is natural to man. To have society
there are necessary—authority, a com¬
mon end, and a common means.
Have we society to-day? No. We
have the authority, but we have not
the common end or the common

means. The end of the rich man of to¬

day is the mere gratification of his
whims—he lives in the present, with
no thought of the past or future. The
poor man’s end is the keeping up of
the fast diminishing spark of life-that
he may be able to work and thus save
himself and his family from starva¬
tion. The means employed by the
rich man is the money that has been
earned by the manual labor of the
poor wretches who look to him for
their daily bread; while the only
means the poor man has are the two
hands that God has given him.

When we come to consider the po¬
litical aspect of the present arrange¬
ment it must not be said that a wrong
is being done to any particular class,
but to the whole nation. A represen¬
tative government is not the kind best
fitted to bring out the commendable
qualities of the men to whom the pow¬
er is entrusted. We need not look far
for proofs of this. There are too many

temptations and those in power are not
long in finding this out. When a man
has the chance to increase his power
he will not let it slip through his hands’

even if it be a matter of unfair means.

This is the case because, under a repre¬
sentative government morality has no
part in determining the rights of can¬
didates for the different offices, and
for this reason the morals of this coun¬

try have degenerated and men no long¬
er strive to achieve the high ideals as

they did in times gone by.
Now, Mr. Chairman, we see the disa¬

greeable features of our present form
of government. The question is, How
can we eliminate them? and the Col¬
lectivists answer, By the abolition of
capital. They have some reason for
thinking that their theory will be of
avail in the reconstruction of society—
experience! At the last national elec¬
tion there were 800,000 votes cast for
the socialistic candidate. This means

that the theory is making its influence
felt more and more each year and it
will not be remarkable if the social¬
istic candidate at the next national elec¬
tion receives one million votes. This,
Mr. Chairman, is enough to make us

pause before we decide upon the merits
or demerits of the theory of Collectiv"
ism. Every fair-minded man will ad¬
mit that its object is a worthy one.
He will admit that this country has
not only degenerated in its morals but
that it is tending to imperialism and,
as has been proven long ago, we do
not want that. At the present day we
are not living up to our Constitution
but we will do this under the Collec¬
tivist system, so the only course left
for us is to give this theory a fair and
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honest trial. If it does what it prom- we can reject it and come back to the
ises to do it must be accepted. If it old regime.
does not prove all that is claimed for it S. W. H. Desmond, ’04.

THE MERRICK DEBATE.

ADDRESS OB' FIRST NEGATIVE.

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judges,
Ladies and Gentlemen:—A prudent
general, moving against a fortified po¬
sition, studies it well before attacking
it. So it is fitting that I should em¬

ploy the same method in advancing
against the stand taken by the gentle¬
men of the affirmative. The question,
as it stands, is an abstract from the
platform of the Socialistic Labor Par¬
ty, adopted at Chicago, October 12,
1889, and the direful effects, which
followed its application there, are

enough in themselves to show how
fallacious it is. The fierce competi¬
tive strife of our present system, says
the Socialists, is the cause of the
struggle between labor and capital, the
source from which all poverty and mis¬
ery flow. Hence, he tells us, we must
abolish competition, by making all
means and instruments of production
absolutely common property and pro¬
hibiting all private production for
profit or sale. Under this system the
State is to own and operate every in-
dustry, which brings a return of in¬
terest, rent or wages. There can be

no private enterprise; no one can
work for another. All business is to

be part of the public service, and all
workers, public servants, paid by the
State. Thus, according to the Social¬
ist, a man may own his home and even
his private garden, but may neither
rent his property, nor sell his fruits,
Such is Socialism as it exists to-day
and such is the question before us this
evening.

I would call attention to the fact
that I am not concerned here, as to the
ultimate advantage or disadvantage of
certain municipal or national owner¬

ships, as of railroads, water works,
postal service and the like, but consid¬
er only whether it is for the best in¬
terests of man, as a social factor, that
there should be a complete centraliza¬
tion of all industry, an entire abolition
of all private capital. As the gentle¬
man of the affirmative has confined
himself to generalities, well meant for
principles, it is but proper that these
false notions be rebutted by more cor¬
rect and logical ones. It shall, there¬
fore, be my task to show, first, that the
principles upon which this Collectivism
is based, are absolutey untenable;
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secondly, that the system is detrimen¬
tal to industry; third, manifestly un~
just, and lastly, that it is conducive to
irreligion "and immorality, answering
as I proceed, any arguments of value
which have been brought forward.

The entire argumentation of the
affirmative is ultimately upon this
principle, that all wealth is the pro¬
duct of labor and, consequently, in
equity, all wealth should belong to la¬
bor. Then, defining the laborer as the
wage earner he deduces that all other
classes are so much parasitic growth
and that all private riches, rents and
interest are so many crimes, committed
against labor. This is but a restate¬
ment of the theory of value, as pro-

proundeci by the great Socialistic lead-
er, Carl Marx, over thirty years ago,
and upon it entirely the justification
of Socialism depends. With it, the
question of this evening stands or
falls. The price paid for a commodity
is merely the monetary expression of
its market value. This value in ex-

change, according to Marx, is deter¬
mined by the quantity of useful labor
embodied in a thing. A commodity is
valuable, therefore, only because a cer-
tain amount of useful labor has pro¬
duced it. If this is so, then all wealth
is due the wage earner, the employer
has nothing whatsoever to do with de¬
termining it, and the most he should
get is his salary, as manager, while
practically the entire profit, accruing
from the sale of a product belong to

labor. Under the present system, says
the Socialist the laborer is paid for but
a small portion of the work he per¬

forms, while the balance due him goes
to the capitalist, as an unearned in-
come, the surplus value of labor which
the employer has played no part in
earning and of which the employee has
been simply robbed. Were this true,
then Socialism, which gives all to la-
bor, might lay some claim to justice.
But if a great part of wealth and the
entire value of a thing is due to other
sources, to give all, or nearly all, to
labor, is undeniably wrong and social
democracy is foundationless. What is
it, forsooth, which makes a thing val¬
uable? It is the usefulness and objec¬
tive goodness in the thing itself.
Price varies, according to the demand
and utility of an object, combined with
a certain scarcity, and all the labor in
the world would not give a thing one
whit of value but for the usefulness
it contains. We pay for a thing, not
because it represents labor expended,
but precisely and solely because it
meets our requirements. Mahogany
and birch wood, brought from a for¬
eign port, require the same amount of
labor in preparation and shipment, yet
mahogany, because its quality is better,
commands a higher price. So labor
does not determine value, nor is it
the sole factor in the production of
wealth. Time was when labor did
produce wealth, and there was very lit¬
tle wealth produced. Whatever was
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produced, in man’s earlier civilization,
was purely by hand labor, and then it
was true to say that labor produced it
all. It is also true to say that, in that
stage of society, labor got it all. There
was no capitalist to take it. And it is
further true, that not only did labor
produce it all and get it all, but it pro¬
duced less and got less, than in any
other period of the world’s history.
When capital was introduced, wealth
was increased. Hence, as the value of
labor is only that which labor, left to
itself, can produce, certainly the incre¬
ment it has received, since the intro¬
duction of capital, is due to another
source. It is the ability of a few great
minds, as applied to the labor of the
many, which gives labor its greatest
increment. The wage earner, left to
himself can do but little, but when the
ability of the capitalist comes and col¬
lects employees in the most advanta¬
geous manner, furnishes, by his wealth,
the most modern time and labor-sav¬

ing equipments, sedulously watches
opportunities and studies day and
night how best to advance the market
value of his products, when, in fine, he
exerts his energies to their utmost and
risks vast amounts of invested capi¬
tal in the interests of his business, the
value of labor is increased many fold
and both profits and wages soar aloft.
He is as much a cause of the produc¬
tion of an article as is the actual phys¬
ical laborer and it is but right that
he should receive the profits arising
from the increment he has added.

The Socialist suggests that we give
ability his salary as manager, but a1’
low the more noble motives of broth¬

erly love and zeal for the interests of
the community to supply what selfish,
personal ambition does to-day. In
other words, expect able men, as a

class, to continue to exercise the same

energies as they now do and take
away almost every incentive which
causes their activity. They may neither
reap the profits of their business nor
receive interest on what they have.
The common weal may be a higher,
but it is a far less potent motive than
that to-day in vogue. Energies and
ambitions are not stimulated by work’
ing for a common, impersonal end.
'Phis is carrying altruism too far, and
the system which would by this char¬
ity alone produce industry and broth’
erly love, will produce nothing but laz¬
iness and discord. Socialism makes
material production its God and the
sole end of the state and yet deprives
men of the only motives which enlist
them in its services, closes up the
source of all ambition and energy in
employer and employed, stems the tide
of genius, destroys the very wealth it
proposes to distribute, the very in¬
dustry it would promote.

Socialism will dispose of all compe¬

tition, and competition, according to
the gentleman from Massachusetts, is
detrimental to the community. First,
it lowers prices until the small dealer
is abolished, then it causes monopoly
and a consequent exorbitant rise in
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price. Secondly, the competitive strife the conflict between labor and capital,
makes adulteration and cheating neces- as presented by the gentleman of
sary and places wages at their mini- the affirmative can be resolved into
mum. Competition, while it keeps three assertions: First, that most of
prices from soaring too high, also pre- our social misery is due to the unequal
vents them from falling too low, for distribution of wealth; secondly, that
there is competition in buying as well the abuses arising therefrom are im-
as in selling. It is false to say that putable to the present system, and
competition creates monopoly. There thirdly, that Socialism will rectify
are very few complete monopolies and them. To the first, I ask, what part of
most of these last but a day, for the this social misery is due to extrinsic
ever increasing supply of nature and circumstances, surrounding labor and
this very spirit of competition itself, capital, and what part is due to poor,
which always creates opposing indus- weak human nature itself. To say
tries, prevents it. Neither does competi- that man’s misery is due to natural en-
tion of itself, cause dishonesty. On the vironments is to deny the doctrine of
other hand, we find the most success- original sin, which teaches that all
ful business men to be those, who, suffering and consupiscence arise from
urged on by this very competition, the curse, which the sin of Adam
supply the purest goods and give the brought upon mankind. The divine
best service. So as to wages, which, precept has told us that man must eat
contrary to the view taken by the af~ his bread in the sweat of his brow
firmative, are ever increasing as com- and it is not in the pale of a godless
petition increases, until, to-day, they State to rectify what God, in His all-
are higher than ever before, and this wise Providence, has ordained. Be-
too, because there has been competi- yond this punishment of his nature,
tion, not only among the laborers, but man’s success in life is, to a great ex-
also among employers, to get the best tent, in his own moulding and events
labor obtainable. But what is more, correspond, in great measure, to ef-
competition is the very life of trade fort. As regards the second asser-
and spontaneity. It enables us to get tion, I think it is clear, after what I
the very best possible value of our have said, that the abuse of a right is
money, to satisfy our every demand imputable, not to the system, which
and stirs up enterprise and progress, gives the right, but to the individual
Without it industry would be dor" who misuses it. Every right, even the
mant, inventive genius smothered, most sacred, may be abused, but these
spontaneous effort crushed. abuses, which before brought misery

The arguments, taken from the ex- upon a few, will, in Socialism, rend
istence of trusts and monopolies and the nation. Since human nature is at
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fault, the third assertion falls, for if
the individual and not the system is to
blame for these abuses, we can only
remedy matters by bringing about a
change in the nature of man, which a

change in the economic system is
wholly incapable of effecting.

My adversary has made a touching
appeal for justice. Justice! The
very atmosphere of Socialism is
charged with injustice and oppression.
The dominion of property is an in¬
violable right of man. It differenti¬
ates him from the brute beasts of the

field, which have only to provide for
present needs. But in man there is a

higher, more sublime element, his rea¬
son, by which he is enabled to look
far into the future and so must pro¬
vide for the future as well as for the

present. This requires permanent,
lasting possession of things. His na¬
ture craves it, his very being demands
it, it is his inalienable and natural
right.

The socialistic commonwealth al¬
lows man the ownership of those
things which supply his daily needs.
As for stable property, he is nomi-
naly the owner, but may hold it only
so long as he does not attempt to sell
it or use it in production for sale. In
plainer words, the State is proprietor
of all permanent property, be it land,
furniture or anything you please, and
the individual has merely the use of it,
while he complies with the conditions
laid down for its possession. For
what is ownership? It is the right to

dispose of a thing, at will, and exdude
others from the use of it. Socialism

respects neither the one nor the other.
It reserves the right to step in, when¬
ever it deems its conditions unverified,
seize the property upon which one

may have worked for years and hand
it over to another, who has no claim
upon it whatsoever. Furthermore, no
man is forbidden to do as he pleases
with what is justly his. If they are
his own, he has a right to sell them,
when or to whom he likes, or dispose
of them at his pleasure, and it is the
providence of neither man nor State
to prevent him. To take away this
prerogative is robbery and will inevi¬
tably result in the downfall of the very
class it is intended to benefit; will
take away one of the main sources of
industry and joy—the hope of a home
—will allow no one to call a plot of
ground his own. Thus man will be
deprived of every vestige of his lib¬
erty and individuality, will become a
mere cog-wheel in the vast machinery
of State nor does the right of emi¬
nent domain justify it. This right al¬
lows the State to appropriate the prop¬

erty of individuals when it is for the
common welfare and the Socialist de¬
clares that the interests of the commu¬

nity demands that it be exercised with
regard to all productive capital. He
forgets that this right can not be ex¬
ercised for the benefit of the abstract

State, to the detriment of the individ¬
uals in that State. The State was

made for man, not man for the State.
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Socialism makes man the slave of the

State, supplying his needs from day
to day, but denying any permanent re¬
muneration for his labor, which the
State reserves for her own remunera¬

tion. This is what unmitigated slav¬
ery means. Civil society comes after
the famih and every power which it
has, is from the family, and must be ex¬
ercised for the benefit of the family.
The right of property belonged to do¬
mestic society before the State was con¬
ceived, and as it holds this right inde¬
pendent of the State, it is inviolable.
The family came first, with all its
rights and privileges, and the state came
afterwards to protect these rights,' not
to violate them. Socialism does not

benefit the family, for it robs every in¬
dividual in the community, especially
those whom it has least right to rob,
those who by their industry have made
a little home.

In vain do men cry out that religion
has nothing to do with economics. Re¬
ligion must form an essential part of
this evening’s discussion. Man is pre¬

eminently a religious being, and every
free act which he performs is a step,
either toward or away from, his ulti¬
mate end. The theory of economics
treats of man in his dealings with other
men, and in such relations religion must
play a part. Furthermore, the welfare
of society rests upon the unity and
prosperity of the home, and such can
not be maintained where morality has
no place. We can no more exclude re¬

ligion from the science of economics
than we can exclude the participation
of the spiritual soul in the acts of man.

However, ladies and gentlemen, I
would not .have you think for an in¬
stant that I accuse the gentlemen of
the affirmative of being irreligious
simply because they • turn aside from
the fundimental principles of theology
and ethics. Nothing could be more
foreign to my purpose. But what I
do maintain is, that in upholding the
morality of Socialism they are ex¬

tremely illogical.
Did time and your patience permit,

I coula show you that socialistic ten¬
dencies arise from a spirit of irrelig¬
ious discontent and hence have their

predominance in those countries where
atheism and materialism flourish; I
could prove conclusively that, of its
very nature Socialism, as proposed,
lessens religion and morality and the
unity of family and home. Yet why
labor so to show this conflict between
Socialism and religion when we have
the express official testimony of the
Socialists themselves upon the fact?
Bebel, the greatest living authority on
the subject, leaves heaven to the angels
and the sparrows and bids his follow¬
ers seek heaven on earth, and gratify
every animal passion. The English
Socialist, Engels, says; “We have
simply done with God.” The Appeal
to Reason, the foremost journal of So¬
cialism in America, reads “Religious
dogma is the survival of the childhood
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of the race,” and “All the natural
cravings of the human heart will be
supplied through the laws of Social¬
ism.” These are not the echoes of a

godless few. We look in vain for any
name prominent in Socialism which is
not associated with godlessness. The
expressed sentiments of the leading
Socialists, with regard to parental
rights, the family, and especially the
position oF woman, are deeply im¬
moral. Their words are clear, but ut¬
terly unfit to be voiced in this assem¬

bly. They bespeak unvarnished free
love. I shudder to mention even the
word before you. Bebel, in his “Die
Frau,” revels in mid-summer nights’
dreams and delivers woman to the
curse of her own evil impulses. The
realization of these hellish ideas would

reduce woman to the condition of bru¬
tal slavery and infamous degradation,
in which she lived before Christianity
delivered her from the tyranny of man,
making her his loving companion and
the chaste queen of the happy Chris¬
tian home.

The Church always upholds lawful
government. Why, then, does she so
oppose Socialism? Because it would
be unbearable tyranny; no govern¬
ment whatever, but anarchy, chaos
and confusion. No government de¬
serves the name, unless it recognizes
God as the Supreme Ruler of man¬
kind and makes his divine law the
basis of its own legislation, unless it
considers morality and religion as the
foundation of civil society. If ever

man could judge of the tendencies ol
the age and .could read the signs of the
times, it was Leo XIII of glorious
memory. At the dawn of the twen¬
tieth century, he said: “Socialism
cunningly works its way into the heart
of the community in the darkness of
secret assemblies and openly, in the
light of day, by speeches and by writ¬
ings it excites the people to sedition;
the restraints of religion are thrown
aside; duties neglected and only
rights observed. Daily, larger and
larger crowds of the poor are solicited,
whose narrow circumstances make
them more open to deception, more

easily hurried into error. Civil so¬

ciety, no less than religion, is imper¬
illed. It is the sacred duty of every
right-minded man to be up in defense
of both one and the other.”

Ladies and gentlemen, I have thus
stated the reasons of my dissent to the
doctrines which have been advanced
and I feel confident that the unaltera¬
ble truth of my position makes it im¬
pregnable against any attacks which
my adversaries may bring against it.
I do not hold that our present system
is perfection. Many reforms are need¬
ed, but reformation is never brought
about by deformation, as Socialism
would be. Though my position does
not require me to suggest a remedy,
yet I have no hesitancy in saying that
I believe the remedy will be wrought
in the present century. I believe that,
even now, conditions are perceptibly
ameliorating. I believe the remedy
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will be wrought, not by iridiscent
co-operation of Socialism, unfounded
in theory, imcompatible with industry,
justice or morality, but- by a volun¬
tary, Christian co-operation of man
with man, of capital with labor, an ap¬

preciation of the fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man, realiza¬
tion that all have duties to one an¬

other, upon the performance of which
hangs the balance of social justice.

While our present institutions last,
high, exciting, gratifying prospects
spread out before us, but God grant
that I, at least, may never witness the
reign of Socialism ’midst the wrecks
of families, the spoliation of property,
the downfall of liberty and morality
and the dissolution of the Christian
State.

Don Carlos Ellis, ’04.

Zbc Call.
The long swells rise, the white foam flies,

And the strong breeze follows fast,
Then it’s ho ! for the whip of the chilly spray

And the threat of the lowering skies ;
For the shuddering heave of the briny way

And the creak of the straining mast.

The blue waves glance in an endless dance,
And the blue haze stretches far ;

Then the bright sun sinks in a golden glow,
And the silvery moon-paths glance,

And the lone ship’s sailing, sailing slow
To the Night and the pale North star.
****:£*

Oh, the sea’s a splendid thing to see
And a fitting place to roam

But I must hear at last, and heed
The call of a Woman and Home.

Colden Miller, ’04.
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We beg the reader to bear with us
for a brief moment while we pen that
inevitable word of farewell which cus¬

tom demands, and which custom, to
a certain extent, palliates; which they
who have gone before us have said
year after year, and they who are to
come after us shall say; which is one
of the editor’s dearest privileges, as it

is one of his most pleasurable tasks.
We confess that we find enjoyment in
the writing of this valedictory—for it
makes us feel like a personage of some

importance, the retiring editor, who
has endeavored to keep up the standard,
who leaves with protestations of re¬

gret, and who has given over the care
of his well beloved publication to other,
and, he trusts, more capable hands.
We depart with regret, yet we linger
upon the parting and delight therein.

Of course we have had our troubles,

Every editor has them, and every editor
loves to tell them and to exaggerate
them. On occasions the printer has ex¬
cited our ire, but we have always for¬
given him and we bear him no ill will.
Sometimes contributors have made

promises and failed to keep them,
whereat we waxed wrathy. Sometimes
the exchanges have said disagreeable
things about us that have sent us
around with a baleful gleam in our eye
and set us to reflecting on man’s in¬
humanity to man. All these things, as

they came upon us, we took very seri¬
ously ; but now. being the retiring edi¬
tor, we ' can look upon them with a

smile, we can value them as a part of
our experience, we can even call them
back as pleasant memories.

We have had our little day; we have
played our little part; it is time for new
actors to take the stage. It is all a

comedy, a delightful, little comedy, in
which we find many a quaint character,
in which the audience sometimes

laughs and sometimes applauds, and is
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always good natured, in which each
man takes his own role and plays it to
his own liking.

We make our exit, and the new play¬
er appears to fill our place. Give him
your applause; for he will earn it.

* * *

Mr. Gerald Egan, ’06, has been
elected temporary president of the Ex¬
ecutive Board of Editors of the Jour¬
nal. The announcement of the elec¬
tion of the new board will be made in
our next issue.

* * * *

Ideal weather, splendid crowds, and
hard-earned, clean-cut victories, have
been the distinguishing marks of the
Easter baseball series. We know of no

more delightful period in Georgetown’s
college year, than that of the Easter
Holidays when the weather is favor¬
able.

“Then, if ever, come perfect days.”
Surely the days of the Easter vaca¬

tion have been as near perfect as man
can ask for, and as a consequence it was
a gala week, with rare sport to set the
sluggish blood tingling in one’s veins.
The ball team has played ball from
start to finish and has been backed up

by magnificent rooting, and the games,

particularly the second one with
Princeton, will live in the memory of
those who saw them, and will furnish
the theme for conversation when we all
shall be numbered among the old boys.

We dare say that at no college in the
country is there such a week of baseball
as Easter week at Georgetown. A

341

week when the best college teams meet
and play good, hard, clean games of
baseball; play for the sport there is in
it, and take either defeat or victory
with the most excellent spirit. The
management has extended to visiting
teams every courtesy, and we are con¬
fident that, whether defeated or victori¬
ous, they have all left with the kindliest
of feelings toward Georgetown.

* * *

A number of the leading Catholic
gentlemen of Buffalo, N. Y., have taken
in hand a most commendable project.
They are making efforts to establish a
“Catholic Daily,” that shall be conduct¬
ed on modern lines and compare favor¬
ably with the best dailies of this coun¬

try. It is to differ from our most repre¬
sentative newspaper, only in that it is
grounded on Catholic morals and Cath¬
olic principles. It will be up to date
and not a religious paper, but it will re¬
flect in its editorials the teachings of
the Catholic faith.

There is no enterprize to which the
Catholic citizen should more quickly and
more willingly lend his aid than such
a one as this. An almost absolute ne¬

cessity is felt in this country for a Cath¬
olic daily newspaper, worthy of the
name. Our press is a very great insti¬
tution, and, perhaps, it does some good;
but there can be no doubt that it has
lamentable defects, and of these not the
least is a flagrant immorality which is
working a vast deal of corruption and
vice among our citizens. Scandalous
proceedings which should never get be-
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yond the ears of those immediately in¬
terested are flaunted before our eyes in
scare headlines, advertisements are pub¬
lished that are rotten with suggestions
of vice, and editorial views commended
to our consideration that are material¬
istic and pantheistic and without any
foundation whatsoever in the principles
of morality.

Catholics are obliged to face an add¬
ed danger, for our press is distinctly
non-Catholic. Non-Catholics senti¬
ments are continually before our eyes,
and in matters of controversy the Cath¬
olic side seldom receives a fair hearing.
Loss of faith, under such conditions,

should be the natural consequence.
A Catholic daily paper such as these

Buffalo gentlemen contemplate publish¬
ing, demands the substantial encourage¬
ment of all Catholics because it is

grounded in common sense, and is
bound to bring profitable results.

A company is forming which will
capitalize at $125,000.00, and the sum
is to be raised by stock subscription,
each share of stock to sell at $5.00.
We would advise those desiring further
information to communicate with Mr.

James P. Schaus, A. M., ’93, a George¬
town man who is interesting himself in
the project.

IReflectton.
Yours is the sweetness of my night
And yours the savor of my day,
Scant, hoarded hours of life and light,
Your image and your smile make bright,
Your presence and your voice make gay.

The thrushes sing when spring is nigh,
The pale skies shade from pearl to blue.
On heath and hill the flowers lie
And Karth and all are fair that I

May look on them and dream of you.

In this and this alone they please
That they are types of you, so one
Who from a thousand mirrors sees

The soft light glow might trust to these
Nor stare too boldly at the sun.

Francis P. Sullivan, ’04.
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The exchange editors are waking up
to the demands and possibilities of their
position, and we observe all along the
line conscientious efforts with com¬

mendable results. The Ex-man of the

College of Charleston Masagine, tells
the Ex-man of the Winthrop College
Journal what he thinks of him in return

for similar compliments from the Win¬
throp man; the University of Virginia
Ex-man gives us a learned treatise on

college verse, and the Randolph-Macon
Ex-man expresses a high opinion of the
Virginia man ; the Boston Stylus Ex¬
man writes a page and a half of most

judicious and gratifying praise of
everybody in sight; the Buff and Blue
Ex-man confides his troubles, for which
we don’t thank him, and praises the
Journal, for which we do thank him,
and drops words of wisdom about the
rest of college journalism; the Niagara
Index Ex-man employs polysyllables
and talks through his hat, as usual;
the Amherst Lit. Ex-man and the Dart¬
mouth Magazine Ex-man and the Har¬
vard Monthly Ex-man don’t write ex¬

changes—the horrid things; the Wil¬
liams Lit man gives your humble ser¬

vant a sly dig, from which he has not
yet recovered; the Manitoba Messenger
Ex-man bids us farewell with many

protestations of regret in which we put
not a particle of faith ; and the David¬
son College Masagine Ex-man informs
us that he wishes to echo the sentiment
of somebody or other. It was a good
echo. t

Only the Nassau Lit. in an, usual¬
ly our pride and our joy, offends.

“Dear me!” he exclaims in a moment

of forgetfulness. “Dear me,” doesn't
appeal to our sense of the eternal fit¬
ness of things. The expression is by
no means in keeping with the dignity
of college journalism; but if it must be
used, by all means preserve the editorial
conventions, and make it “Dear us.’’

For our part, if we may be permitted
to discuss ourself, we are ready
and willing to throw up the
sponge without further ado. If
it'keeps us much longer we’ll be like the
horse; you can lead us to- the pile of ex¬

changes, but you can't make us write.
College journalism, after all,

is pretty much the same from year
to year, and after a man has been run-
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ning- an exchange column for twelve or
fourteen months he’s liable to begin to
say the same things over that he said
at the beginning of last year, just as we
are doing now. And that sort of thing
is tiresome, not only to the reader but
also to the writer.

To tell the plain truth, we feel that
we are an anomaly. We have given ex¬

pression to all the opinions we ever had
or ever will have about college jour¬
nalism, we have criticised stories and
poems and essays until we have for¬
gotten how to do it, we have endeavor¬
ed to start reforms, and, of course, have
not succeeded, and we don’t know how
to be entertaining, so what’s the use?
What are we here for? As well ask
“How old is Ann?” Only the editor
knows and he won’t tell.

Are we here to inform the gentle
reader that we beg to echo the senti¬
ments of the editor of the Williams Lit.
anent culture and the “college man,”
to limn a picture of the greenness of the
cover of the St. Patrick’s day number
of The Collegian, to inquire into the
psychological reasons why so many col¬
lege men write essays on Sidney Lanier,
to admire the plot and construction of
“The Hilda Handicap” in the Wil¬
liams Lit., to reveal the inner workings
of our soul to the man wTho wrote “A

Misunderstanding” in the Randolph-
Macon Monthly? Yes, ’tis for this
last we are here; something tells us
that wre have arrived. Bear with us,

reader, yet a little while, for we have
been cruelly wronged.

A MISUNDERSTANDING.

“The midsummer dance at the Har¬

rington Hotel in Bolling, was at its full
height. In spite of the heat of the July
evening a large crowd was present; the
orchestra in a corner welled and throb¬
bed with the gay two-steps and waltzes
that always make the blood of the Old
South flow in a mad tumult.

“The. music was the attraction for
Charles Neil son."

Charles is the hero. We are

told in the next nine lines that
he has a delicate face due to suffering
and music, and a soul that cries out in
loneliness. He has also an ardent dis-

position; and in the next fifteen lines
sees the girl, who “carried herself so in¬
dependently in the figures” that “he
loved her at once with all the intense
fire and longing of his high-strung na¬
ture.” Likewise “his whole nature

cried out in protest against the sight of
the girl he loved dancing in the arms
of other men” and “he tore himself
from his place and hurried away into
the night.” (The author being here
overcome by his emotions, he put in a
few asterisks, at sight whereof we shed
copious tears.)

In the course of the next two pages
the hero plays some melancholy sym¬
phonies on the piano, weeps bitterly,
and saves the heroine from drowning.

In this chapter another of those
balls is going “to be held soon,” and
dear Charles, who could not bear to see
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Mary Lawrence in the arms of other
men, calls and asks her not to dance to¬
night. But her eyes flashed and she
told him he was not a perfect gentle¬
man, and “Charles Neilson stumbled
out into the night.” After all the night
got the worst of the deal, for Charles
went out into it every time anything
serious happened. However, that is
neither here nor there.

Charles went home and seated him¬
self at the piano, and this is the kind of
music he played. “It seemed the inter¬
pretation of a soul broken by the ac¬
cumulated sorrow of countless ages. It
spoke with all the hopeless despair—all
the unutterable agony of an unrequited
love. As the last notes died out they
seemed to clutch his heart with their

lingering sweetness. ( A sort of death-
grip, we presume.) His weakness con¬

quered, and lie fell forward upon the
piano.” We don’t blame him. We
would have fallen, too.

v 'k -!<

This Chapter has ten lines and here
the yawp ends. Mary went to the
dance, but “for once in her life the

gayety and music sickened her.” Poor
girl, she must have been in love. Pie-
fore she went out into the night, how¬
ever, she paused, and here is what hap¬
pened: “Perhaps some subtle influence
sounded a responsive note in her heart,
but it seemed to her that a sound rose

above the music and laughter—a sound
that throbbed, wild, strident, and died
out like the groan telling the passing

of a soul beyond earthly bounds into
the mystery of the great unknown.”

Perhaps it was a subtle influence and
perhaps she did think that she heard
the sound; anyway, there is no doubt
that Mary got just what was coming
to her.

As for Charles,—he was a noble
character and ethically he did just the
proper thing; but we are a sentimental
sort of person, and we should have ad¬
vised him to take dancing lessons and
a tonic for his nerve. Doubtless it
would have spoiled the story, but then
again it might have removed the provo¬
cation for the story, and that would
have been something.

5j< 5|5 5jc >j< 5j< >jC

No, the writer did not sign his name.
* * * * *

However, there is much in the Ran¬
dalph-Macon Monthly that is excellent,
particularly the verse of Air. Leake,
whose work we have always enjoyed
and admired.

'The colleg'e man is getting wary and
the Spring poetry failed to materialize.
Perhaps, it is just as well, though we
cannot help feeling that something is
missing from our midst. Spring poetry
is as much a part of college journalism
as the exchange colums and locals. We
fear that the heretical opinions express¬
ed a month or so> ago by the Nassau
Lit. on Christmas stories, and straw¬
berries are having an injurious effect.
Well, the Lit. man has only himself to
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blame, and we warrant lie’ll be sorry
for it some day.

5*' 5}S 5jS

Here is a little gem in verse from the
University of Virginia Magazine:

A SONG AT TWILIGHT.

Veiled in the mists of the twilight time
When the crescent moon is low,

Dim as the dream of a fleeting rhyme,
Come visions of long ago—

And voices, faint as a distant chime
That peals in the afterglow.

Call through the dusk, and they bring to me
The fields by the river shore,

Where the iris flung its fragrance free
The dew bedecked meadows o’er—

Where I wander again, dear heart with thee
Through the days that are no more.

Dear little maiden, the day is done,
And the swallow seeks its nest;

The lengthening shadows, one by one
Stretch far from the dark’ning West;

But dreams fade not with the fading sun,
Nor die when the world’s at rest.

That is poetry of the simple and very
sincere kind, that should appeal, we

think, to the average reader.
;•< yfc >|x

Here are a few globules of condensed
wiseners from the trusty pen of the edi¬
tor of 'The Journal. Southwestern Pres¬

byterian University:
“Some men do their own thinking;

some let others do their thinking for
them ; a third class have opinions thrust
upon them. For the first we have the
highest respect; for the second, the
most profound contempt, and the third
we can only pity.”

We subscribe to that opinion, and
we are extremely gratified, not to say
overcome, to bask in the sunshine of
The Journal editor’s respect.

“Where is the Gray Jaekctf" Asks
the editor of that estimable publication.
If the editor doesn’t know how can he

expect anyone else to know? As far
as we can tell it is all here, though it
seems to have arrived in bunches. The

literary department got mixed up with
the editorial department, and the edi¬
torial department got mixed up with
the athletics, and the last part of the
exchanges appears three or four pages
before the first part. Aside from these
minor defects, however, the Gray
Jacket is all right, and, though the sub¬
scribers seem to be kicking, it is worth
the price.

“The Song of Rea,” in this number,
is a very well-written sketch, and has
the added advantage of being printed
all together. The Gray Jacket’s poets
have too much inspiration and not
enough knowledge of the laws of good
verse.

* *

THE COUNTRY OF THE PAST.

There is a Land beyond the sunset’s glow,
Where lost dreams mingle with fond hopes and

fears,
And, lingering down the vista of the years,

The bitter and the sweet are mingled so
That all the sweet is bitter that we know,

And all the bitter sweet. Laughter through tears,
The rainbow’s glory ’mid dark storms appears;

The sun of joy shines through the clouds of woe.

There dreams unrealized, hopes choked by fears,
Are gathered by the Past’s relentless hand;
There are the things we do not understand—

The lessons that we read through torrid tears;
There mystery’s magic, mist-like glow is spread
Over the Country of the Past’s dear dead.

—J. Milton Leake, in Randolph-Macon Weekly.

Hall .Stoner Lusk, ’04.
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LAW SCHOOL.

SECOND YEAR NOTES.

It is with some hesitation, and I

might say with fear of falling- short of
expectations, that I have accepted to
chronicle the doings of the second
year boys, as a successor to my much
esteemed and clever brother. Reid,
whose premature departure for the
shores of the Styx, we all deeply mourn
and sincerely lament. Yes, we do
grieve for his loss. It is an irreparable
blow that merciless fate has dealt on us

all, and how keenly we feel it can be
best described by the following incident
that happened not long ago. A member
approached me one evening with a tear-
stained face, his head bowed like a
“reed” after an unexpected storm, and
remarked: “Is it not a great pity that
such a good fellow is gone, and we are
still here?” It was so sadlv. so very

sadly said, that unconsciously I had to
look around for a dry sponge. We
live, however, in the consolation and
hope that Charon will be lenient to him,
and ask him not to divest himself of
flesh and pride, and all other earthly be¬
longings for fear of upsetting his frail
craft, but unimpaired carry him safely
over the waters of the Styx and into
the Kingdoms of Pluto, where our

much regretted brother proposes to
descend like another Telemachus, there
to search not for news of father, but to
meet gallant and valliant friends who
sacrificed their lives in defense of their

country in that glorious charge up San
Juan Hill. Whatever his mission, we
wish him a pleasant trip and a speedy
repair to earth, where all his friends
await him.

But here we are, once more launched,
and for the third time this year, into
the intricacies and winding paths of
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four very important subjects of law,
three of which were for the first time
introduced by the faculty, in the cur¬
riculum of the second year class, and
we are wondering and asking each
other how we could possibly stand the
load. With Judge Pritchard, however,
at the helm to steer us through Agency;
Judge Wright through Insurance, and
last, but not least, Professors Baker
and Colbert through Evidence and
Partnership respectively, we can safely
predict, that notwithstanding the load,
there will be no wrecks left on the road.

I would be accused of gross incom¬
petence, and be forever barred from
any reportorial work for the Journal,
if I were to omit mentioning two very
important meetings held by the class,
with Jere I. on the throne in one of
the meetings, to discuss and decide the
best way to have our tin-types taken for
publication in the “Hodge Podge” or

“University Annual.” That the matter
was considered a delicate and important
one, and appealed to all concerned, was

clearly evidenced by the record-break¬
ing attendance of all the members.
Many suggestions were offered and dis¬
cussed. Our friend Harvey, thought
that a “composite” picture would be
very appropriate as affording a display
of individual charms; somebody else
suggested that a “compound” picture
would serve the purpose as well, while
a third one moved for a group picture,
and to compromise, a flash-light
picture was suggested by a fourth;

whereupon, a much heated discussion
ensued and it was feared for a time that
one of the speakers—it is not proper to
mention names—would fall victim to

an apoplectic stroke, or suffer telangiec¬
tasis (brother Gannon will explain),
from too much vehemence of speech,
but such a calamity was averted by, and
thanks to the timely interference of, the
gentleman from Ohio, who, with his
characteristic “to expedite matters, your

Majesty,” moved that a committee of
three be appointed to investigate the
photographers and find out whether
any conspiracy existed. The committee
reported favorably, at a subsequent
meeting, with the gentleman from Indi¬
ana (Mr. Crawford) acting as presi¬
dent pro tern, in the absence of and with
the full knowledge and sanction of H.
M. Jere I., for a flash-light picture, and
on the evening of the twentieth, im¬
mediately after the lecture Mr. The
Photographer was ceremoniously ush¬
ered into the hall together with his py¬
rotechnic apparatus, asked everybody
seriously to look pleasant, counted one,

two, three, a flash, a smoke, and in a
twinkle the much discussed picture was
a thing of the past.

With such serious matters on hand,
it is really a source of wonder how we

manage to find time for amusement.
A number of the boys attended the

concert given by the Glee and Mandolin
Clubs of Georgetown, at the New Wli-
lard, on the evening of the 22nd, and
were highly enthusiastic in their praise
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for the admirable singing- and fine ren¬
dition of all the songs and selections
on the program. Mr. G. A. Gaynor, S.
J., is to be warmly congratulated for
the excellent training and harmonious
interpretation of the songs displayed by
both chorus and soloists, while our

friend, Mr. Foote and his Mandolin
Club, well deserve their fame as terpsi-
chorean artists.

. Another very enjoyable evening was
spent at the Chapter House of the Delta
Chi “frat,” 1629 Q Street, X. \\ ., by
some of the boys. The members gave a
smoker on the 25th and invited
their friends to participate in the jolli¬
fication, which we are sure those who
were fortunate enough to be present will
long remember. Our friend ‘'Billie”
Rride. with the most versatile Mr.

Dyer as an accompanist on the piano,
led an impromptu choir of voices, and
many songs were sung, from “I’d Like
To Be a Romeo.” to Wagnerian aerias,
and finally the song dedicated to the
“frat” was rendered, and so well, in
fact, that a thunderstorm of applause
drowned the last bars, while “Billie.”
wreathed in smiles, bowed in recogni¬
tion, and there were more encores, and
more bows and smiles. We were wait¬

ing next for something to happen, when
lo! “Jesse, where in thunder is the
butler?” cried Rillie. “Yes sir;” answer¬
ed a voice. “Bring some more sand¬
wiches for the boys,” and more were

served, and they were delicious too. and
from another one, “bring some

ginger ale, Jesse.”

“O, ye immortal gods of Olympus !”
wailed Bacchus,” tears of anger stream¬
ing doVn his face; “listen, O listen, to
my tale of woe, and grant my prayer.
For hours I have been sitting on the
threshold of this house, vainly striving
to gain admittance. I asked, prayed,
threatened, thundered, but my prayers
remained unheeded, my threats laughed
at, and what is worse yet, I was flatly
told, ‘Rule of the house.’ I pleaded
for the abatement of the rule, but my
pleadings were demurred to, I filed a

replication only to be rejoined, and in
despair I now appeal to you. O im¬
mortal gods, to avenge the affront heap¬
ed upon me.” “Have some more ginger
ale,” cried a voice. Poor Bacchus; we
did most sincerely sympathize with him
in his affliction ; and to say that Carrie
X. has no followers, or the T. U. no

members would be an unjust accusa¬
tion.

After such a strenuous life, it is not
to be wondered that we hailed with glee
the holidays, as they' will afford us the
chance to recuperate and be ready for
the crowning events that we all look
forward to next month. The banquet at
Rauscher s on the 5th, and the “Prom.”
at the New Willard ballroom on the

13th. By the way, speaking of the
“Prom.” we do hope that every member
will try to attend, as it is given for a
good and worthy purpose. But we
shall have more to say about those im¬
portant events in the next issue of the
Journal,.
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One more word before we go to
press. Dame rumor has been pretty
busy with her cackle of late, and 1 hear
that Jere I., will distribute his picture
framed in gold, to all present at the
banquet. My, but there will be a rush!

George Th. Thom aides. Law ’05.

THIRD YEAR CRASS.

Our Banquet Committee has gath¬
ered a lot of information about good
things to eat and drink, music, decora¬
tions, menu cards, and in fact every¬

thing needed to make our graduating
banquet the success it is bound to be,
and at a recent meeting Mr. Bandel,
chairman of the committee, read to the
class the offerings of the different
hotels bidding for our patronage. The
menus were charming, but the prices
attached to them didn’t seem to be very
attractive. The stiff prices were prettv
generally blamed on the champagne,
and it was decided to- have the com¬

mittee see if the individual cost could
not be lowered considerably by elimin¬
ating this drink. The intention is to
invite the members of the faculty. The
price is to be kept within five dollars
each. Remembering our last two ban¬
quets, and the very reasonable assess¬
ments therefore, there would seem to
be no good reason why a most excellent
result cannot be accomplished costing
not above the limit set.

The Law School wTork on the annual

is coming along nicely, and the original

pen and ink sketch for the frontispiece,
drawn by Mr. Baker of this class, has
been on exhibition in the old library
space.

Not enough interest is taken by the
Law School in the College Glee Club
and its achievements. Our men cheer
the good work of the foot-ball eleven,
the base-ball team and the crew, and
they ought to heartily support the Glee
Club.

Special commendation is due
Mr. Joseph L. Battle, the tenor, who
made such a vocal success in the “Klep¬
tomaniac,” for the good work he has
done in furthering the efforts of the
college musicians. The concert at the
New Willard, on the evening of the
22nd of March is the best indication of
the perfection attained by these gentle¬
men. Besides the glee and mandolin
chibs and the quartette, Prof. Ernest
Lent played several beautiful ’cello
solos, Mr. John A. Foote played the
guitar, and Mr. George H. O’Connor
gave some of his ever popular coon

songs. You will be convinced of the
success of the glee club’s undertaking?
if you glance at a list of the patronesses
of that concert, among whom we notice
Mme. de Alvarez Calderon, Mrs,
George B. Cortelvou, Mrs. John Hay,
Mrs. David J. Brewer, Baroness Hen-
gelmuller. Mrs. Ethan Allen Hitchcock,
Mrs. Thomas F. Walsh, and other so¬

ciety ladies of equal prominence in
Washington.
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RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty
God, in His infinite wisdom, to sum¬
mon Benjamin Neff Hardisty, the
father of our beloved classmate, John T.
Hardisty, to his eternal resting-place;
and we, his classmates, are deeply
grieved by the loss which he has sus¬
tained : therefore be it

Resolved, That we, the Class of 1904,
of the Georgetown University School
of Law, extend our heartfelt sympathy
and sincere condolence to our classmate,
and his family, in their bereavement.
And, be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions be
presented to the afflicted family, and a
copy of the same be published in the
College Journal.

Leonard Eriksson.
B. A. Brickt/ey,
R. A. Curtin, Committee.

MEDICAL SCHOOL.
The Georgetown University Medical

School was the fourth institution of its
kind in this country to adopt the chair
of Bacteriology, and it was Doctor
Kinyoun who introduced it here and
who first held that chair in this medical
school. The doctor delivered a very

interesting series of lectures here in
“Serum Therapy,” during the month
just past.

We would advise that Mr. John
Monohan secure a commutation ticket
to Alexandria.

Most interesting and decidedly pro¬

fitable is the course pursued by Doctor
Magruder in imparting Therapeutical
knowledge to his students. He prac¬

tically holds a clinic in the lecture room.
A case is described and the students
are required to prescribe for the symp¬
toms indicated, using the drugs with
which they are familiar. The student
thus gets a practical knowledge of the
subject not obtainable in any other
way.

Doctor E. L. Keyes, of New York,
delivered his annual series of lectures

at the Medical School during the
month, and the very large attendance
throughout the entire course evidenced
the fact that Doctor Keyes is very
popular at the medical school. The
doctor is a Georgetown College grad¬
uate and besides his rather extensive

practice he holds a Chair in the Polv-
chinic of New York. During his stay
in Washington he was entertained bv
the Medical Society of the District.

No. dear reader, the leader of the
Harvard rooters did not pitch on their
team during his college course. His
knowledge of curves was not obtained
on the diamond. (See American Text
Book. p. 41144).

Why wasn’t there to be “no core,”
Mr. Jones ? Probably because the apple
was like the joke—rotten.

Doctor Adams did not lecture on the

Tyth. He allowed the class to decide
as to whether or not there was enough
sufficiently patriotic Irish blood in the
class to warant the suspension of opera-
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tions on that day. Every Irishman in
the class, including Mr. Bernstein,
voted “no lecture,” so class was dis¬
missed. ■

Everyone connected with the medical
school joins us in our expression of
sincere regret that ill health will pre¬
vent Mr. Paul B. Johnson, of the Third
Year Class, from continuing his course
during the remainder of this year.
There is no more popular, more

studious, more valuable man among the
student body than Mr. Johnson, and
the loss sustained by the Third Year
Class on account of his ill health is
shared by all.

We were a little hasty, we fear, in
framing our paragraph in last month’s
issue, concerning minor surgery. If
we had considered and pondered more

upon some of the following facts, the
paragraph would have been worded dif¬
ferently. Doctor Magee, the able pro¬
fessor of that branch, is popular at the
medical school because of his interest
in each man in his class. He is in ac¬

tive practice and is a very busy man.
Upon second thought it appears that it
is well-nigh impossible for a busy prac¬
titioner to be always on time for lec¬
tures, and on account of the doctor’s
square treatment of the men they are

glad they can accommodate him where
necessity demands. We have always
had the highest regard for Dr. Magee,
and would not for the world print any¬

thing which would reflect upon him.
He raised minor surgery from what it
was—a not at all important branch, to
say the least—to what it is to-day, an

interesting, thorough preparation for
the more difficult tasks involved in

surgery proper. We apologize for our
haste.

Have you subscribed for the “Hodge-
Podge” yet? Your picture is in it, to¬
gether with your class history, and the
price is ridiculously low. Ask about
it at the office.

Pathology isn't any joke, is it?
Our congratulations to the manage¬

ment of the Georgetown University
Glee Association! The annual concert

which was held at the Willard on the

evening of March 22, was a distinct
success, and the hearty applause at the
end of each number proved how the
audience enjoyed the entertainment.
Among the men who helped to make the
affair a success, we recognized the fol¬
lowing from the medical school:
Messrs. Foote, leader of the Mandolin
Club; Burke, Byrnes, Devlin. Reilly
Cassell, Weaver, Titus, Gannon, Jarboe
and Dr. Owens.

Lost—The Journal correspondent
from the Second Year Law School.
Was last seen handing in his efferves¬
cent contribution to the Journal for
February. If he has fled to escape the
consequences of the contribution he may
return with impunity. He is five feet
ten inches tall and when last seen he
wore a golf suit. He can be recognized
at once by his fondness for repeating
jokes—the same jokes. Information
as to his whereabouts should be ad¬
dressed “It,” this office. (Foreign
papers please copy.).

J. A. Gannon, ’06 Med.
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DENTAL DEPARTMENT.
March brought, besides bad weather,

considerable sickness to our depart¬
ment.

A. H. Bradley was first to head the
list with two weeks in bed with the

grippe; then followed George N. Con¬
nors with an operation upon his left
eye, and Griffin with five days
with a severe cold in his head and neck
Next with J. P. Conigiski, with the
grippe, and finally ending with R. B.
Regan with the measles, which con¬
fined him to his bed for a number of

days and necessitated a physician’s at¬
tention. However, at the present writ¬
ing they are all able to attend lectures,
hut, a few can not as yet stand the
strain of the infirmary.

From the condition of the infirmrv
on Saturday, March 26, it was evident
that some “affair” was held there the

evening before. With chairs over¬

turned, tables out of place, and the
floor covered with bits of cotton and

splinters of wood, it presented quite a

delapidated appearance.
The Dental Department holds its

own in the way of athletics, with such
men as Hart, Riley, Dorman and
White, whose records are well known.
The Dental Department can boast of
furnishing some of the best athletes
Georgetown has ever possessed. Be¬
ing the smallest department of the Uni¬
versity. and containing such men as
these, is it not possible, as it grows,
that it may be relied upon to furnish

nine and more athletic dentists to the
world ?

The Easter vacation was welcome to

all, as it afforded an opportunity to
“catch up” on back studies, and a
chance to see the Georgetown-Prince-
ton base-ball games.

L. Cassece, ’05.

COLLEGE NOTES.
In this session we find plenty of life

around the college—it is perhaps the
liveliest time of the year. As we write
the Easter base-ball series is about to

begin, the crew squad is getting fresh
air in liberal quantities on the quasi¬
smooth waters of the Potomac, and
many of the student body are looking
forward to the annual Georgetown
“Prom.,” to be held at the New Wil¬
lard. Wednesday evening, April 13, for
the benefit of the crew.

THE MERRICK DEBATE.

The annual Merrick Debate, held in
Gaston Hall, Wednesday evening,.
March 16, under the direction of the
Philodemic Debating Society, was at¬
tended by a large and appreciative au¬
dience. The debaters, as. we stated in
our last issue, were Messrs. Stephen W.
H. Desmond, ’04, Mass., and J. Z. Mil¬
ler, III., ’04, Tex., of the affirmative,
and Messrs. Don Carlos Ellis, ’04 D.C., and Alfred Grima, ’04, La., of the
negative. Mr. Hall Stoner Lusk, ’04,
D. C., president of the Philodemic, was
chairman of the debate. The judges
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were Hon. Stephen R. Mallory, United
States Senator from Florida, Hon. J.
E. Ransdell, Congressman from Louisi¬
ana, and C. C. Cole, Esq., former Jus¬
tice of the Supreme Court of the Dis¬
trict of Columbia. The contest was

well fought on both sides, all of the
speakers presenting strong and con¬

vincing arguments in support of their
respective contentions. The decision of
the judges, though reached immediate¬
ly after the debate, will not be announc¬
ed until the annual commencement in

June, and the winner will be awarded
the Merrick Medal, the highest scholas¬
tic honor in Georgetown.

THIS PHILODEMIC.

At the meeting of Mar. 13, the ques¬
tion debated was: “Resolved, That it
is to the best interests of a young man
beginning life to enter politics.” The
debaters were Messrs. Grima, ’04, La.,
and Ellis, ’04, D. C., affirmative, and
Messrs. Lusk, 04, D. C., and Charles
Colden Miller, ’04, D. C. The criti¬
cism was rendered by Mr. Kernan, ’06,
N. Y. Mr. Lusk was voted the best
debater.

The question for the debate of March
20, was: “Resolved, That the parcel
post should be adopted by the United
States.” The question was defended
by Mr. Pendergast, ’05, N. Y., single-
handed, as his colleague failed to ap¬
pear; the opposition of Messrs. J. Z.
Miller, III., ’04, Tex., and Charles
Colden Miller, ’04, D. C., however,
overcame the noble defense of the

gentleman from New York and the de¬

bate was awarded to the negative. Mr.
J. Z. Miller was considered the best in¬
dividual debater. Mr. Lawler, ’06,
Conn., performed the functions of the
critic.

intercollegiate debate.

In our March number we promised
that in this issue we would give “fur¬
ther details” with regard to the debate
which the Philodemic had arranged
with the Philolexian Society of Colum¬
bia University, New York. We regret
to say that these details consist in the
announcement that there will be no

debate, for on account of delay in com¬

pleting the arrangements, our faculty
withdrew from the Philodemic its re¬

quired permission for the holding of
the debate.

PHILONOMOSIAN DEBATE.

The Philonomosian Debating So¬
ciety, composed of members of the
Freshman Class of the College and of
the Fourth Year Class of the George¬
town Preparatory School, has announc¬
ed that its annual prize debate, for a
medal offered by the society, will take
place in Gaston Hall, on or about May
5. The debaters chosen are Francis
Keenan and Martin Douglass, affirma¬
tive, and Edward Crummey and Addi¬
son Lusk, negative. Charles J. Mc-
Cahill, vice-president of the Philonomo¬
sian, will preside at the debate. The
question selected is: “Resolved, That
denominational schools should receive

government aid.”
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Rev. Father Pichon, S. J., who has
spent some twenty years as a mission¬
ary among- the French people of Can¬
ada, gave a retreat for the French
people of Washington, at St. Matthew’s
Church, from March 23 to 30, inclu¬

sive. Plis talks were given at 10 a. m.,
and 4130 p. m., and were attended by
some of the most distinguished French
residents of the city.

Francis M. Foy, ’04.

WITH THE OLD BOYS.
The Easter Holidays brought main-

old boys in to see us and cheer George-
mv’i through that most glorious week.
Robert Collier, ’94; John P. O’Brien,
’95; Charles E. Roach. '95; William
N. Roach, ’96; Richard Watkins, ’97;
“Tack” Cassidy, ’97; Clarke Wagga-
trian, ’98; William McAleer, ’98 ; Harry
R. Gower. ’98; “Jack” Brennon, ’98;
Thomas M. Prerie. ’98; W. Kurtz
Wimsatt, ’00; John O’Rourke, ’03;
“Dick” Ready, ’04; Ward Barron, ’04 ;
William K. Johnson, ’04; Victor Wil¬
son, ’04: Donald Mackav, ’04; J<afin
Fay. ’02.

Dr. Keves of New York, is at present
engaged in giving his annual course of
lectures, at the Georgetown Medical
School.

Hon. William Franklin Sands, ’96,
has returned from Korea, where, dur¬
ing- four years he held the high office of
private adviser to the Emperor. Mr.
Sands has had wonderful success, and
a brilliant future in the diplomatic ser¬
vice of his country is predicted for
him.

Senator Mallory, ’69, of Florida,
and Senator Culberson, of Texas, were
enthusiastic witnesses of the Yale-

Georgetown game on Georgetown
field.

Justice de Courcey, ’78, of the Su¬
preme Court of Massachusetts, will be
one of the judges in the debate between
Johns Hopkins and Brown University,
to be held in Providence April 23.

Hon. Thomas Pierce, ’98, lectured
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before the students of Union City Busi¬
ness College during the past month, on
“Deeds and Contracts.” A local paper

says of him: “It goes without saying
that no attorney in the State more fully
understands how to make the complica¬
tions of these matters plain to the un¬
initiated, than does the gentleman
whom it was our great pleasure to
hear.” Mr. Pierce ranks as one of the
talented and learned lights of the
Tennessee bar, and owns the distinction
of being a speaker of great force, of a

masterly and impressive manner, com¬

bining the happy faculty of making
himself a medium of expression by
which his listeners are thoroughly en¬
thused, delightfully entertained, and
interested/

Judge John Duross O’Bryan, of the
class of ’62, died in Paris, France,
March 1. The body arrived in Pitts¬
burg, his home, March 14, and funeral
services were held at the Sacred Heart
Church. Mr. O’Bryan died as the re¬
sult of an operation for appendicitis.

He was a man of scholarly attain¬
ments and pleasing personality, and had
traveled extensively. He was greatly
interested in music, and for more than
a year past, with his wife and two

daughters, had lived in Paris, where
the daughters had gone to complete
their musical education.

Judge O’Bryan was born near Day-
ton, Ohio, in 1836. He graduated
from Georgetown in 1862, then studied
law in Philadelphia, and was admitted
to the bar in that city. He continued
his practice in Philadelphia till 1883,
when he removed to New Mexico for
the benefit of his health.

In politics he was an ardent Demo¬
crat, and while in New Mexico he held
a commission as territorial judge for
an unexpired term, during Cleveland’s
administration.

In 1890 Mr. O’Bryan removed to
Denver, Colo., and after a residence of
one year in that city he came to Pitts¬
burg.

He is survived by his wife and seven
children, Henry J., and John G. O’Bry¬
an, attorneys, of Denver, Colo., John
Duross O’Bryan, Jr., of Georgetown,
’88, and E. G. O’Bryan, and Miss
Sarah and Miss Jane O’Bryan and
Mrs. L. J. Walsh.

Georgetown tenders its sincere sym¬

pathy to the family in their sad bereave¬
ment.

M. J. Kucher, ’04.
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ATHLETICS.

April 2, ’04.
The weather bureau was not furnish¬

ed a schedule until the middle of the
week, and arrangements for base-ball

weather could not be made until rain
had already made the first Yale game

impossible. Then not only good
weather but success, as well, began to
favor us.

The Tigers came from Richmond
Friday evening flushed with victory,
and confident that Captain Stevens
could keep college players from hitting
as easily as he had the professionals
from Philadelphia.

The athletes had no old scores to wipe
out though, and it was just at this
point that Princeton failed to enter in
their calculations. Two of their heart¬

breaking defeats in the last innings at
Princeton added a little unexpected
ginger to our team's play. Crumley and
Hart began the battery work for
Georgetown and only three visitors
went to bat the first inning. Dorman
threw Davis out at first; Cosgrave gave
McGettigan a chance; just to be sociable
Crumley struck out Underhill, the
good player who has so often taken a
hand in beating us.

For us Dowling and Dorman went
out in order; Hart reached first on
Bard’s error, only to be forced to sec¬
ond by Apperious’ grounder to Pur¬
nell.

In the second the first batter went to

first on an error. Morgan and Dorman
retired him after a game of tag between
second and third; a fieldier’s choice and
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passed ball sent Bard to third; Wells
and Satterwaite went out ‘in order.
Princeton’s chance to score was lost.

Georgetown’s half of the inning
brought nothing. Captain Morgan and
Conners were thrown out at first; Me-
Gettigan was safe on an error and im¬
mediately stole second; Hanretty retired
the side with a strike out.

Princeton could do nothing in the
third. Reid, Stevens and Davis went
out at first. Crumley did the same for
Georgetown, but Dowling and Dorman
managed to break up the league for a
few seconds and when Underhill and

Cosgrove called a halt, to rest after
chasing two two-baggers in left centre,
we had one run, an earned one at that.
Hart and Apperious let it go at that,
and Princeton was given another turn
at bat.

A grounder to first, a fiy to center,
and three strikes was all the Tigers
could do. Captain Morgan started onr

innings with a base on balls, and stole
second. The next three batters could
not bring him around.

Bard began the fifth with a hard
drive over third. Morgan barely touch¬
ed it. The Princeton man attempted
to go to second on the hit, only to be
headed off by a couple of yards by
Dorman, who recovered the ball from
Apperious in left. Satterwaite also hit
in this inning, but a couple of flies to
the infield ended the excitement with
one out. Dorman, Hart and Apperious
singled.

The field was still soggy from the
rains. Each man could advance but a

single base on each hit. Morgan and
Crumley were easy outs, so their suc¬
cessive hits were wasted. Crumley hit
Davis, the second man up in the sixth.
Before the next batter had a chance
Davis stole second, then went to thir
on Cosgrave’s out. Underhill struck
out for the second time. Still.no runs

for Princeton. Georgetown went out
in order. Bard made his second and

the last hit for Princeton in the seventh.
He was forced at second—Wells going
to first on a fielder’s choice; then steal¬

ing second. Satterwaite flew out to
Apperious. With one out, we again
got three singles in succession, only to
waste them as the next two went out

on flies. Only three Tigers batted in
the eighth. We got a base on balls,
and a hit in one half, but could add

nothing to the score, a lightning double
play ending it. No runs, no hits was
the Tiger’s share of the ninth. The
game ending i to o for Georgetown.

This was probably the cleanest, most

satisfactory game seen on the field for
some time. Umpire Brown was fair
and square, and both teams were well
pleased.

Georgetown’s game was surprising
with a single error; nine hits, two of
them for two bases; and only two men

striking out. Captain Morgan and
Coach Moran deserve much commenda¬
tion.

The score:
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The score:

, Georgetown. r h o a e

Dowling, lb i 2 9 o o
Dorman, ss o 3 3 4 0
Hart, c .. 0 1 7 2 0
Apperious, If 0 1 2 1 0
Morgan, 3b .0 o 0 1 0
Connors, cf 0 1 2 0 0
McGettigan, 2b 0 1 3 2 1
Hanretty, rf . . . . 0 0 0 o 0
Crumley, p .. .. 0 0 1 4 0

Totals , 1 9 27 14 1

Princeton. r h o a e

Davis, rf 0 0 1 0 0
Cosgrave, cf 0 0 1 0 0
Underhill, If . . 0 0 4 0 0
Purnell, 3b 0 o 2 2 0
Bard,lb 0 2 10 0 1
Wells, 2b 0 0 3 2 0
Saterwaite, ss O 1 1 1 0
Reid, c 0 0 2 0 o
Stevens, p 0 0 0 6 0

Totals 0 3 24 11 1

Georgetown . . . . 0 0 1 00000 x—1
Princeton o o o 0 o 0 00 0—0

First base by errors—Georgetown, l; Princeton,
t; Left on bases—Georgetown, 10; Princeton, 4.
First base on balls—Off Crumley, 1; off Stevens, 2.
Struck out—By Crumley, 7; by Stevens, 2. Two-
base bits—Dowling, Dorman Stolen bases—Dor¬
man, Morgan, McGettigan, Davis, Wells. Double
play—Dorman to Dowling. Hit by pitcher—By
Crumley, 1. Wild pitches—Crumley, 1. Umpire
—Mr. Tom Brown. Time of game—1 hour and
4? minutes.

GEORGETOWN 5 ; PRINCETON 4.

April 4, ’04.
The shut out Saturday simply mad¬

dened the Tigers, and Monday after¬
noon thev arrived half an hour early to
put some finishing touches to their play
and tuned up to clear out the memory
of the first game, and keep the balance
on Princeton’s side. Underhill was

in the box for the visitors and all the
steam, skill and cunning he has was
used, for he and Seitz had to go

through almost eleven full innings be¬

fore the winning run was made.
Georgetown began to hit at once,

getting* two safeties but no runs, the
first inning. Morgan was given first in
the second, but Reid caught him steal-'
ing second. Connors was hit, going no.
farther than first. Morgan and Crum¬
ley were cleverly doubled. An error,
two hits and two bases on balls gave us
three runs in the third. Seitz walked.

Dowling struck out, Dorman went to
first 011 an error, to second on a passed
ball. Hart singled, Seitz scored. Ap¬
perious ' doubled, Dorman and Hart
scored. Morgan was safe on an error,

McGettigan walked, Crumley struck
out, the ’whole nine had hatted.

Tn the first four innings Princeton
went out in order, only three men facing
Seitz each inning. Tn the fifth Captain
Morgan’s error gave Purnell a base.
Bard hit to McGettigan, who threw
out Purnell at second. Dowling’s error
gave Wells first. Satterwaite and Reid
could not assist the two men on bases,
however, and Princeton still had no

runs and no hits. Hart started the fifth
for us with a single, then stole second.
Apperious and Morgan struck out.
Conners made a two-bagger, scoring
Hart. McGettigan went out, Under¬
hill to Bard. Davis was given four
halls then stole second; he got no
farther. Crumley lead off with a hit
in our half of the sixth, but the next
three men were out on flies.

The Tigers broke loose in the
seventh and made things even. On two
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errors Purnell reached second and
scored on Bard’s hit. Bard went to

second on the throw in and scored on

Wells’ single. A passed ball sent Wells
to third; Satterwaite struck out, but
Reid hit safely, scoring Wells, then
romped home himself on Davis’ three-
bagger. Cosgrave didn’t meet the
emergency, retiring on strikes. Four
hits and four runs. Tie score.

Our half the seventh couldn’t break
the tie. With a hit and an error Prince¬
ton got two on bases in the eighth, but
neither scored. Crumley hit safely for
Georgetown, but died on first for want
of help. Apperious saved the day for
Georgetown in the ninth. Trouble¬
maker Underhill went to second on Mc-

Gettigan’s error. Davis slashed out a

single and Underhill turned toward
home. A line throw from deep left
plump into Hart’s glove, then a general
mix-up at the plate; “Hub” managed
to hold the ball in regular foot-ball
fashion, and the umpire roared. Out!
Cosgrave went out, Morgan to Dow¬
ling.

We did nothing in the ninth. Ap¬
perious had to repeat his trick and save
the game with another line throw in
the tenth. Purnell went to first on a

choice, second on an error and tried
to score on Wells’ single. The throw
was even more spectacular than the
first. The runner was well past third
when Apperious whipped the ball in,
sending it again on a line directly to

the plate. It was hardly in Hart’s
gloves when the runner slid for the
plate. Hart’s foot-ball stood him in
good stead, and the rough-and-tumble
did not shake the ball from his hands.

Again the umpire called “out,” and the
side was retired. Georgetown did
nothing.

The grand finale began with Seitz
striking out, Satterwaite, Reid singled,
so did Underhill and Davis. Captain
Morgan scpoped Cosgrave's scorcher
out of the dirt and nailed Reid at the

plate. The next man was an easy out.
Princeton’s glorious chance to score
was gone. Dorman began to disturb
the situation with a single; Hart was
not to he outdone, so he did the same

thing. Apperious went to bat with the
stands yelling and screaming. Two
plays such as he had made are seldom
seen in half a dozen games. The crowd
yelled for the old captain to end the
agony. He responded nobly, picked
out one of Underhill’s benders and sent

it crashing down the third base line for
what would have been three bases.
Dorman crossed the plate and the
crowds swept over the field, bearing
“Old horse” Apperious on its shoulders,
Such a glorious game was never seen
on the field.

The cheering was splendid and
thanks are due to Capt. “Pat” Ram,
foot-ball team tqot, for leading the
yells.

The score:
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Georgetown. r

Dowling, ib o
Dorman, ss .. ' 2
Hart, c 2
Apperious, If 0
Morgan, 3b 0
Connors, cf 0
McGettigan, 2b 0
Crumley, rf 0
Seitz, p i

Totals 5

H O A E

o 17 i o
3 3 5 1
4 8 2 0
2 2 2 0
0 16 1
10 0 0
2 2 5 t
10 0 0
0 0 2 1

13 33 23 4

Princeton. r

Davis, rf 0
Cosgrave,cf o
Underhill, p o
Purnell, 3b 1
Bard, ib i
Wells, 2b i
Saterwaite, ss o
Reid, c t
Dennison, If o

N O A E

3 0 0 1
0 110
1 14 0
0 12 1
2 9 1 0 t
2 3 10
0 13 2
2 13 2 0
110 0

Totals 4 11 30 14 4

Georgetown 00301 00000 i—5
Princeton 0000004000 0—4

First base by errors—Georgetown, 3; Princeton, 3-
Left on bases—Georgetown, 11; Princeton, 9. First
base on balls—Off Seitz, i; off Underhill, 3. Struck
out—By Seitz, 7; by Underhill, 13. Three-base hit
Davis. Two-base hits—Connors, Reid, Underhill.
Stolen bases—Hart,Apperious, Crumley, Davis,Wells,
Dennison. Double plays—Cosgrave to Wells to
Bard; Reid to Purnell to Bard. Hit by pitcher—By
Underhill, 1. Wild pitches—Underhill, 1. Umpire
—Mr. Tom Brown. Time of game—2 hours and
30 minutes.

georgetown-yai.k.

Two or three old scores were wiped
out Tuesday. Beginning with our old
friend Donald Mackay, who used to do
some pretty good work in Georgetown
uniform, then remembering a 7 to o
shut-out at Crescent Athletic Club last

May. and lastly a 9 to o defeat at New
Haven—to even up all in one afternoon
is a good piece of work. Georgetown.
9; Yale 0. tells the tale. Crumley was
in the box for 11s. Three flies disposed
of Yale’s end of the first inning.

Mackay smiled as he delivered the first
ball—the exhilaration of pitching- for ,

Yale against his old college must have
given him an immense amount of satis- •

faction. Somehow, though, he couldn’t
get the balls over and before he knew ,

it Dowling had a base on balls. The
smile gave way to a look of surprise v

when Dowling stole not only second
but also third ; dismay, when Hart hit
safely, scoring Dowling; despair, when
Apperious began to feed his old grudge
by slashing out another safe one. The ,

next two men went out at first. Two
hits and two runs: Mackay seemed sur¬
prised ; Yale disappointed; Georgetown .

jubilant. Bowman, Smith and Capt.
Winslow tried Crumley’s delivery in
the second. Nothing doing*. The first ,

inning was had enough for Mackay, but
th second was simply terrible. Mc¬
Gettigan hit safely, went to second on
Hanretty’s infield hit, and scored on an
error. Crumley was safe on Bowman’s
error; Hanrettv tried to score on the
same play, but was out at the plate.
Dowling hit out a single, scoring Crum¬
ley. and went to third on Dorman’s in¬
field hit. Winslow caught Dorman .

stealing, only to let Dowling score on
the play. Hart thought singles too
common-place, and knocked out a
double. Apperious thought the time
ripe to completely avenge his old scores,
so connected with one of “Donald’s”
swift ones. Before the ball was re¬

turned from center field, Sam had al¬
ready doffed his cap to the roaring-
screaming stands. Yale was badly
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upset, and Capt. Morgan’s strike-out
wits a much-needed relief.

Dorman’s error gave Cote first base
in the third. The three subsequent
batters could not move him. Hanretty
gave Mackay a bad scare in our half—
smashing the first ball back to him so
quickly that the spectators gasped for
fen die big fellow would be unable to
get out of the way. For Yale, Miller
got the first hit in the fourth; Morgan’s
error let him go as far as third. Win¬
slow flew out to Dorman; no score.

Georgetown did no better, Dorman’s
base on balls being useless. Metcalf
got another hit for Yale in the fifth;
quick work by Dorman and McGetti-
gan, retired him at second though. Mc-
Gettigan hit safely, but Mackay struck
cut the remaining batters. Yale went
out in order in the sixth; so did George-
town. Capt. Winslow was given a
base on balls and advanced to third on

the outs of Cole and Barnes. Mackav
flew out to center field, and again the
blues’ chance to score was spoiled.
Georgetown went out in order. O'Brien
was safe on an error in the eighth.
Crumley caught him at second though.
Two hits, an out, and a passed ball
gave us two more in the eighth. Nine
seemed enough, so Crumley, Dowling
and Dorman went out in order.

Yale’s last try was a good one. Con¬
ners let Bowman’s fly go through him.
Capt. Winslow and Cote hit safely on
one bag each. Then fate gave Yale a
bitter smile, for with the bases full and
only one out, Barnes struck out and
Mackay completed his team’s hard luck
with a measly little roller to first. Yale
o; Georgetown 9. Terrible?

These three games are probably the
greatest in Georgetown’s base-ball
history. Princeton and Yale shut out;
an eleven inning game replete with
spectacular plays. All the games show
that hitting—so wanting last year—is
the team’s strong point. The poor
score of the opponents remarks the ex¬
cellence of our pitching staff, and the
quality of our team fielding. Captain
Morgan, keep them playing as they are.
now, and you will not have to hit the
ball.

The score :
' Georgetown.

Dowling, lb
Dorman, ss
Hart, c
Apperious, If
Morgan, 3b
Connors, cf
McGettigan, 2b
Hanretty, rf
Crumley, p

Yale.

Metcalf, 2b
Huiskamp, If
O’Brien, ss
Bowman, 1b
Miller, cf . .

Winslow, c
Cote, 3b .

Barnes, rf
Mackay, p .

R h 0 A E

2 1 13 0 t
0 0 31 t
2 2 4 0 0
1 3 2 0 t
0 0 2 3 1
0 0 tor
2 2 14 0
1 3 0 0 0
1 0 2 3 0

11 5

R H 0 A E

0 0 1 2 0
0 0 300
0 12 3 0
0 0 7 0 0
0 0 3 0 0
0 17 3 0
0 1 1 1 t
01000
0 0 0 12

Totals 9 11 27

Totals 0 4 24 10 3

Georgetown ... 2 5 0 00002 x—9
Yale 000000000-0

First base by errors—Georgetown, 2; Yale, 4.
Left on bases—Georgetown, 5; Yale, 8. First base
on balls—Off Crumley, l; off Mackay, 2. Struck
out—By Crumley, 4; by Mackay, 7. Home run-
Apperious. Two-base hits—Hart 2. Sacrifice hits—
Crumley. Stolen bases—Dowling, 2. Wild pitches
Mackay 1. Umpire—Mr. Betts. Time of game-
2 hours and 5 minutes.

An account of the minor games play¬
ed will appear in our next issue.

J. Z. M., ’04.


